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TECHlHCAL iAEivIORANDUM :NO. 695 
AUTOMATIC STABILITY OF AIRPLANES* 
By Fr. gaus 
PART I 
INTRO~UCTION TO THE PROBLEM OF AUTOMATIC STABILITY 
Since the early days of aviation, the problem or a i r-
plane stab ility wa s a subject of investi g ation which ab-
sorbed t~e activity or many scientists. It is endeavored 
below to g ive a full outline or the problem an~ to classi -
fy the ~rop osed solutions systematically. Lon g itudinal 
stability, which can -be studied separately, is considered 
first . The combination of later al and directi onal s tabil-
ities, which cannot b e separated, will be dealt wit~ later, 
1. THE PITCHING MOMENT 
Let M b e the moment exerted by the air forces about 
an axis originating in the center of gravity and perpen-
dicular to the plane of symmetry. This moment is often 
called the pitching moment. It is posit ive when it tends 
to nos e the airplane over. It is exp ressed by the rollow-
ing formula 
M = Cm S 1, ~y~ 2g 
w!.lere Cm is a nondimensional f ac t or, 
S, the wing area of tl1e air p lane, 
1, , ti.le mean wing chord. 
Cm is a well - known factor d etermined by wind-tunn el 
mod el tests . It is , in g eneral, called coefficient, which 
should not, h owever, lead to the belief that its value is 
*lI stabi lite automatique des avions." L IAeronautique, i~os. 
150-9 , May , June, July and Augu st, 1932. 
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constant. It is, on the contrary, an actual f u nction de-
pending on several variables, namely: 
The airplane incidence i, 
II elevator setting ~, 
II propeller revolutions, denoted by 'Y = V 
nD • 
I f, moreover, the airplane motion is not merely trans-
lational, but comprises an angular pitching velocity q 
about the transverse axis, the factor Cm is a function 
of the auxiliary variable"!'): 
q t' 
"!') = - V 
where t' is a characteristic length of the airplane, 
namely, the distance between the center of the tail utiit 
and the airplane c.g. 
In that case, "!') is the relation between the li near 
velocity of the tail unit, due to the pitching motion, and 
the translational velocity of the airp lane. The variation 
of Cm' as a functi on of these variables, Can be deter-
mined for any airplane type. The partial derivatives Gm ' 
of the function, with respect to the different variables, 
have then the following s ignifications: 
a em 
ai 
denotes static or inherent stability, i.e., 
the tendency or an airplane oscillating about 
its c.g. to settle at a constant angle or in-
cidence with respect to the relative wind. 
We put aCm/ai = ~ and call this expression 
the coefficient of static stability. 
denotes the a ction of the elevator on the mag-
nitude of the moment M. We put aCm/a~ = u. 
defines the influence of the propel ler slip-
stream on this moment and (Jem/ d "!') denotes the 
damping of the pitching vibrations of the air-
plane oscillation about its presumably fixed 
c.g. 
I 
~ I 
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II. STATIC STABILITY AND ELEVATOR EF FICIENCY 
The exact value of Cm as a function of the variables 
i and ~ can be easily determined . This result may be 
achieved for any airp l ane type by systematic flight tests. 
After building an airplane with good stability character-
i s tic s , i tis in t ere s tin g toe xp res s the s ec h a r ac t e r i s tic s 
by numerical relations which permit anticip a ting t n e ma-
neuverability of airp lanes under design. In general, 
these data ar e obtained by scale-model wind-tunnel tests, 
the results of which, although less accurate. still form 
interesting app roximations. 
Under these conditions, the i values are plot ted as 
the abscissas and the Cm values as the ordinates of a 
s y s tern 0 fax e s • (F i g. 1.) T his per mit s p lo t tin g t h e 
curves corresponding to the various values, whence the 
classical diagram of the Cm as a function of the varia-
bles i and ~ is obtained. This diagram c an also be found 
by calculation when the aerodynamic characteristics of the 
different airp lane comp onents and the p osition of its c. g . 
are known. This diagram differs, howeve r, f rom the actual 
cond itions more than t h at obtained by wind-tunnel tests. 
An airplane is statically stable when ~ > 0, si nc e 
a deflection f rom its position of equilibri um than produces 
a restoring moment in the desired direct ion. The value of 
~ e quals the angular coefficient of the tangents to the 
Cm curves of Figure 1. 
Expe rience shows that the s tat ic stability g rows with 
the inci d ence within the range o f current flight angles. 
The maxi mum value of t h e coefficient of static stability 
is oft e n reached at incidences near the maximum lift of 
the airplane . 
If the curves corresp onding to di ff ere n t ~ values 
were parallel, the coefficient of static stab ility would be 
related to the incidence only , but independent o f the ele -
vator setting. This , however, is n ot quit e correct, since 
the cu rves are not qu i te parallel. Roughly s p eak ing and 
co nsidering the main paramete rs of static stability only, 
namely, the p osition of the c. g . and the relative size of 
t he tail sur f aces, one may write, below maximum li f t: 
dC z ' 
= di (0 ,25 
" 
S' t' dC z ' di' ~'\ + k, 
1, J S 1, di' di 
( a) 
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wh e r e p is the di s tance between the c.g. and the lead-
ing edgo, 
lYe 
i ty 
SIt the area of the tail sur f ace , 
i " II incidence of the tail surface, 
II lift of the wings, 
C ' II Z • 
11 II t ai 1 surf ace, II 
k. II rel at i on be tween tho squar e of the true ai r 
sp e ed about t h e tail surface (maki n g allowanco 
f or t h e airp lane wake and the propeller slip-
stroam) a nd the square of the airpl a ne speed. 
dC z dC z ' Th o derivativBs and di di' do not v ary material-
The most ef f i ci ent means of increasing static stabil-
is: 
a reduction of p by a forward shifting of the c. g . 
an increase of Sit' or t h e g eometric characteris-
tics of t ne tail surf a ce. The p artial d erivative 
denoti n g th e e f ficiency of the elevator may be 
written 
S 't 'dC z ' 
S t dfj k. 
(b ) 
II I . PROPELLER ACTION 
The mo ~~nt M. pr oduc e d by th e air f orce on t h e wi ng , 
d ep end s on t h e p a rameter ~ of t h e p rop e l ler r. p . m •• owing 
t o the ac tion of th e s lipst ream on t h e tail surfaces. The 
mome nt of t h e extern a l f orc es a bou t t h e c.g. comprises, in 
add ition to the air- f or ce mo me n t M. a moment T s e x ert-
ed by the thrust o f the p rop eller if its axis lies Qutsi d e 
o f t h e c.g., s bein g its lever arm, which is positive 
when the propeller axis lies above t h o e.g. When s is 
d i f ferent from zero, the total mo ment about t h e c.g. is 
M + T s 
and e quili b rium is p o s s i b le on ly when 
M + T s = O. 
1 
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Each of these two tarms is affected by variations of 
the propeller speed. The effect of a variation of 'Y on 
M is a characteristic of practical importance. All flight 
tests show its outstanding influence. This fact has been 
confi r med by laboratory tests which pe r mit estimating tho 
numerical value of the derivative aCm/a~. Tho measured 
values vary between 0.05 and 0 . 22 . The fact that they are 
positiv~ shows that the moment is nose-heavy when 'Y ~ V/nD 
increases, i.e •• when the revolution number decreases at 
con stan t s pee d 0 r w hen the air s pee din c rea s e sat con stan t 
r.p.m. 
It is now impossible to calculate aCm/a'Y in advance, 
owing to insufficient knowledge of the mechanism of mutual 
interference. The moment T s is a fun ction of the lever 
arm of the pr opelle r axis about the c.g. The effect of 
this moment can be easily foreseen. Besides, many air-
planes have a very small s. 
IV. DAMPING OF THE PITCHING MOTION 
The damping of the pitching motion can be easily de-
fined. If it is assumed to be due to displacements of the 
horizontal tail sur f ace only, we have 
dCz l SI112 k aV 
~ " 2g' (c) 
which p ermits writing 
8'1' dC z ' k 
S 1 di 1 
(d) 
where the derivative dCZI/di l must necessari ly be written 
wi t h the radian as the angular unit. The tail surface p ro-
duce s p art of the total damping only. The wings, the fuse -
lag e, and all the surfaces tend to produce a similar ef fe ct. 
The effect of the tail surface is, ho ever, predomi-
nant . All the other causes of damping can be expr essed by 
IDultiplying the ter m c or resp onding to the tai l su rface by 
a factor kl, the me an numerical value of which is of th e 
order of 1.2 5 . 
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V. DYNAMIC STAEILITY 
We have thus briefly summarized our knowledge of the 
pitching moment. No final conclusions regarding longitu-
dinal stability can be r eached on the ground of these data 
only. If our investigations are confined to the condi-
tions of equilibrium, a series of problems may be taken up 
by studying moment M only. If, on the contrary, our 
study extends to the stability of motion or dynamic stabil-
ity, which, in the final analysis, should be our aim, the 
study of the moment M is insufficient. The motion is 
not determined by the equilibrium of the moments only, but 
also by the equations which govern the equilibrium of the 
forces in the plane of symmetry. Stability cannot be 
studied as though the airplane were suspended from its pre-
sumably stationary c.g., since a disturbed equilibrium of 
the forces modifies the trajectory and affects the ' airplane 
motion in the same way as the moments. 
A survey of longitudinal stability clearly shows that 
a statically stable airplane tends to maintain a constant 
speed and modify its trajectory to the extent required for 
the maintenance of t he speed. The opinion on this ques-
tion of MI'. A. Sa'e, a well-known prewar technician, ex-
pressed by him in 1912, is given below.* According to him, 
stability of form roughly insures the stability of the rel-
ative speed and the stability of the angle of incidence, 
which are more or less quickly recovered by the airplane 
a f ter losing either of them. The mechanism for producing 
this effect is well known . If the relative speed of an 
airplane in equilibrium i s suddenly reduced either by a 
temporary reduction of t h e engine speed or by a back 
squall, the airplane makes a downward motion and assumes 
the following successive attitudes : 
1. The relative speed being reduced, the lift grows 
deficient and the airplane begins to fall; 
2. This fall increases the angle of incidence; 
3. With increasing incidence, the inherent stability 
produces a moment which noses the airplane over; 
*See , A •.. .: En quo! cons~ste 1a Stabilite'? L'Aerophile, 
October 15, 1912. 
,. 
, 
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4. In diving, the airplane recovers its incidence, bu t 
the fall continues and its speed increases; 
5. The lift increases with the speed and t h e airplane 
stops falling; 
6. A~ soon as the downward motion is stopped, tne in-
cid.ence is reduced and the static stabili ty creates a tail-
heavy moment which levels o f f the airplane. 
There is little to be changed about such an explana-
tion of the phenomenon which Mr. See sums up as follows : 
"An airp lane has longi tudinal stabili ty, not whe n it 
opposes pitching motions, but when it conforms to the pitch-
ing motions necessitated for stability of speed." 
In t his e xp 1 an a t ion, w hi c h we q 11 0 tea sit was g i v en i n 
1 912, no attention was paid to the variations of the pitch-
ing moment due to modifications of ~. If t h is action is 
taken into consideration, it is fo u nd to oppose t h e p itch-
ing motions necessary for the constancy of t he relative 
sp eed when the disturbances of the latter are due to exter-
nal causes. In f act, when oCm/ a~ is positive, a reduc-
t ion of V tends to stall the airp l a ne. On the oth er 
h a nd, when the d ecrease of the sp eed is due to the stopp ing 
of the engi n e, a d ecrease in the sp eed V is a c comp anied 
by a much g reater reduction of n. Th e stop ping of th e 
engi ne or a re duction of its sp eed cau ses an in c re as e o f 
~ . In this case the effect of the derivative aCm /~ 
c on tribu t es toward creating t h e required nose-heavy mome n t. 
The conclusion reached by Mr. S~e may be considered 
as a pro g ram. A statically stable airp lane conforms to 
this program under any condition p rovided t~e effect of the 
static stability overcomes the action of the v3riation ~ 
which is sometimes detri mental. The p ossible action of the 
moment T s must also be taken into consideration when t h e 
thrust axis lies outside the e.g. 
VI. ANALYTICAL REPR ESENTATION 
New data on these motions are obtained by an anal y ti-
cal s t udy of th e phe n omenon. In view of t h eir outstanding 
interest the mathe matical t heory is outlined below. 
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The equation is e stablished on the g round of a system 
of axes OX, OY, OZ inte gral with the airplane and origi -
nating in the e.g. (Fig. 2.) The axes OX a nd OZ are 
in th e plane of symmetry. The form er. directed forward, 
is parallel to the wing chord, and the latter, perpendic-
ular to OX, is directed upward. The OY axis , perp en-
dicul ar to the p lane of symmetry, is directed toward the 
l eft. The p osition of the airplane in sp ace is determined 
by th e follo wi ng elements: 
1. The coordinates of it s c . g. with reference to a 
system of fixed axes; 
2. The orientat ion of the movable axes OX, OY, OZ, 
integral with the airplane, wit h reference to a system of 
fixed axe s ,. 
The study of stability does not require the coordi -
nates of the e.g. to be known . The knowledge of the three 
angle s which determine the directi on of the trihedral in-
tegral with the air p lan e , relative to a fixed trihedral, 
is necessary. Let ~ , 8, * be these angles wh ich are de -
fined late r in connection wi th the study of l ateral sta-
bility. The a irp lan e motion , at any mome n t, is determined 
by : 
1. The ai r speed V of its c.g ., the projections of 
V of the three axeS being u , v, and w; 
2 . Its angular velo city 0, 
axes are p, q , and r. 
whose p rojec t ions on th e 
The p osition of th e airp lane on it s trajectory is de -
fined b y two angles which are functions of the a b ove val-
ues, namely, the angle of incidence i and t h e an gle of 
sideslip j. By, definition, we hav e 
tan i = w tan j = + v - '-r ,-u u 
For small angles this may be written: 
i w j = + v = - , 
u u 
These conventions are of a suf ficiently general char~ 
acter to p ermit a subsequent study of lateral and di r ec -
ti ona l stability, The number of variables is small e r for 
, 
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the study of longitudinal motion. 
parameters only are required: 
(Fig. 3.) The following 
Two linear velocities u and w; 
One angular velocity q; 
One angle of orientation S, 
which defines the inclination of the OX 
izontal. This angle is positive when the 
directed downward. 
axi s 
OX 
VII. STUDY OF THE LONGITUDINAL MOTION 
to the hor-
axi sis 
The question may now be studied analytically. Let 
Fx and F z (fig. 3) be the projections of the resultant 
of the air forces on the axes integral with the airplane. 
These projections are positive when they define forc es 
acting in the positive direction of the axes and inverse-
ly. M is the aerodynamic moment about the transverse 
ax is . I tis e a s i 1 y see n t 11 at F x' F z, an d M ar eon 1 y 
func ti ons of u , w, q (or of the equivalent values V, i, 
~), when the propeller interference is disregarded. 
The variables u, w, q, e satisfy the equations of 
motion with reference to the axes integral with the air-
plane 
T + Fx + P sin S P (dU + q '\ "'\ = w), g dt 
F z - P co s S = E (~; - q u ) (1 ) g 
M + T P 
r2 dq J s = g dt 
where r is the radius of gyration. The relation q = ~t. 
which results from the definitions, must be added to these 
e quations. These four equations f orm the s y stem (1). The 
inclination of the airplane and its motion in its p l an e of 
symmetry can be defined at any moment by these four varia-
bles. 
If this motion is disturbed by a sudden increase of 
a variable, QU, for exampl e, the other variables are like-
• 
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wise automatically subjected to modifications. During the 
pe riod immediately f ollowing the initial disturbance, pos-
itive or negative increments ow, oq , oE> ar.e incepted., 
These increments au, ow, oq, 08 are all functions of 
the time. In the paragraph quoted above, Hr. See showed 
that disturbances ow, oq , 88 are automatically incept-
ed when the initial disturbance is au < O. Their. a~tionJ 
on a statically stable airplane, opposes the initial ~is~ 
turbance au, whereupon they vanish, after thus fulfill-
ing their purpose. Each of the possible initial disturb-
ances can, of course, be studied i ndiv idually, as was done 
by Mr . S~e, who studied the successive attitudes of the 
airplane for the purp ose of dotermining whether, in all 
the pos sible cases, the increments au, ow, oq, 08 tend 
toward zero with increasing time. In the affirmative, the 
motion is stable, since any disturbance finally vanishes. 
The airp lane may be consider e d dynamically stable. This 
result is easily achieved by mathematical analysis. The 
method of small motions forms a criterion which permits 
determin in g whether the increments au are eventually 
eradicated. 
The airplane is assumed, in what follows, to be a rig-
id glider with locked controls. It is furthermore assumed 
that the engine controls are not toucned by the pilot and 
that the revolution speed of the engine conforms instanta-
neously to the airplane speed V. This leads to the con-
clusions and calculations summarized below, The assump-
tions on which they are based have been di,scussed else-
where.* 
The second version of the system of equations reads 
as follows: 
du 
dt 
dw 
-dt 
~i 
dt 
de 
dt 
= - qw + f (T + P 
P 
= + qu + f (Fz -P 
g (M s) , = Pr 2 + T 
= q. 
sin 
P co s e) , ~ j 
~---------------
*Haus : Stabilite et Maniabilit~ des avi on s. 
Villar s et Ci e. 
(2) 
Gauthier-
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The second members of the equations are functions 
f1' f 2 ' f3' f 4 of the variab les u, w, q , e. 
du 
= f1 (u, W, q, e ) , l dt dw = f2 (u , W, 8) , 
cit q , I t ( ~ f~ (u , 8) , = w, q , 
J 
dt 
de 
= f4 (u, W, q, 8 ) • dt 
11 
(3) 
The mot ion is modified when infinitely small incre~ 
ments 8u , 8w, eq , 88 are added to the variable~ which, 
at th e moment to' have the values uo , wo ' gC')I ge sat -
isfying the system (3) . The resulting mo ti on ne ce~sarily 
satisfies the general equations, so that we may write: 
d (uo + ou ) = f1 (S: s: s: 8 ~ 8) l dt Uo + uU , wo + uW, qo + uq , 0 + 0 , 
d(wo + 8 .. ) _ f2 (uo + 8u, Wo + 8w , q o + 8q, 80 + 88) , dt 
(4) 
d(q o + 8q) f3 (uo + eu, Wo + 8w. q o + eq. 80 + 88) , = dt 
d( 8o + 0 9) = f4 --~~dt (uo + ou, Wo + ow, qo + eq, 80 + 88) . 
Devel op ing (4) by Taylor's e quatio n and subtracting 
system (3) jnto whic h the values u o ' wo' qo' 80 have 
been int roduced, we obtain by neglecting the terms of the 
second order, a diff erenti a l system, the on ly variables 
of which are the disturbances 
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d(ou) Of l Ou + ofl OW + of 1 Oq + Of l 08, - - au ow dt oq 08 
d(ow) ofC! 
ou + 
ofC! 
ow + 
ofC! 
oq + 
ofC! 08, ---- = 
o u dt ow a q 08 
d(o~ 
= 
o f3 8u + ~ ow + £~ oq + o f3 08, dt au OW o q 08 
d (08) cf 4 
ou + 
of4 OW + of4 
of4, 
68. --- = -- -- o q + --dt a u OW a q 08 
I 
I 
I 
.-/ 
(5) 
This system establishes a relation between the dis-
turbances, their derivatives wit h respect to time, and the 
partial derivatives ofl/ou, ••• , of4,/"08, the v a lue of 
which is determined b y the aerodynamic characteristics of 
the airplane and by the conditions of flight . This lin-
e a r system can be easily integrated. The g eneral integ ral 
i s of the f orm 
"'"' I 
i 
e A.4t , i 
e~4, t, ~ 
e4 t. J 
(6) 
According to the theory of differential equations, the 
exp one n ts ~ are found after solvi n g the characteristic 
e quations of the s y stem 
o fl 
-A. Ofl Ofl o fl au ow o q as 
o fC! ofC! 
-A. "OfC! o f;z 
o u ow o q as 
= 0 (7) 
Clf~ a.!~ Of3 _ A. ofa 
o u ' o w Cl q as 
of4, of4 Clf4 of4 - ~ au ow ' aq as 
This e quation may be written as f ollows: 
~4 + Al ~3 + A2 ~;z + A3 A. + A4, = 0 (8) 
, 
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It can always be determined as a function of the va-
riables u, w, q, 8, of the applied forces and moments, 
provided ' the derivatives are known. 
VIII. RESULTS OF THIS INVESTIGATION 
The general integral (6), which can be studied for 
various purposes, shows the variation of the disturbances 
8u •••• ,88 as functions of the time. 
1. We merely seek to determine whether the motion is 
stable or not. It is then unnecessary to solve equation 
(8) • 
The airplane motion is stable when the ou, •••• 08 
values, given by the general inte g ral, tend toward zero 
with increasing t, irrespective of the value of the co-
efficients. To this end it is necessary and sufficient 
that the ~ IS be negative when they are real, or that 
their real p art be negative when they are imagi nary. 
Routh showed that these conditions are fulfilled when the 
following five inequalities are satisfied, the equation 
being written in t h e form (8 ). 
A4 > 0 , 
These conditions are the criterion of dynamic stabil-
ity. 
2. We may seek to determine the general characteris-
tics of the mo t ion. The equation of the f ourth degree 
must then be solved. Its four roots are imag inary in most 
case s, 
and define two oscillatory motions. ~he periods ar e given 
by T = 2n/b, and the damping is characte~ized by the 
factor a. The duration re quired, in order that the value 
of the a mp litude of oscillation may reach half the initial 
amplitude, is 
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(tn being the Napierian logarithm). 
The four disturbances ou, ow, Oq, 08 are represent~d 
by damped sinusoids. 
3. Lastly, the integration constants C1 • ••• , C4. 
corresponding to any given initial disturb ance, may be 
sought and the factors t 1 , ••• , n4 calculated. The La-
grange method for the integration of systems of linear 
equations is then used, and the amplitude of each of the 
motions and the phase difference of the sinusoids are de-
termined in that case. We shall not go further into the 
details of these calculations, several results of which 
are given below. 
IX. NATURE OF THE OSCILLATIONS 
The two oscillations determined by the preceding anal-
ysis differ materially. One of these oscillations is found 
t o correspond chieflY to the rotations of the airplane 
about its e.g. This o scillation has a relatively short 
period (2 to 8 seconds) and is very rapidly damped (Tt of 
the order of 0.2 second). The second oscillation is much 
s lower. I t has a 1 0 n g per i 0 d (T > 20 sec 0 n d s ) an d mu ch 
less damping (Tt> 12 seconds). It is chiefly caused by 
irregularities resulting from a distur bed equilibrium of 
the forc es about the airplano. Thes e tw o phenomena can be 
studied separately by methods of approximation. Munk* 
showed that the rapid oscillation corresponds to 
where 
and 
Inasmuch as 
= g 1 (~~ + dC z I SIt 12 \ 
B1 V Cz di di' -Sr 2 ) 
g 2 1 dC z dC z 1 S 1 l' 2 1 g1 dCm 
V 2 Cz 2 di di I -8;"2 + Cz r2 d"1 
A. =a±bi 
*Munk, Max 11..: 
1922. 
The Tail Plane. T.R. No. 133, N.A.C.A., 
- - - - ----------~------
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we have a = - and b=J]2-]~:' 
whence the main characteristics of these oscillations can 
be deriveq. The explanation is easy. When ~ varies 
without causing a modification of 
S'1' de ' 
-L 
---sT" di I 
the damping is indep~ndent of ~, while the period is in-
versely proportional to the static stability_ It is eas-
ily found that a statically stable airplane fol~ows, so to 
speak, its angle of attack under the action of the rapid 
oscillation. The slow oscillation differs in this respect 
and can be studied by determining the characteristics of 
the trajectory of the c.g. It is then found that, as soon 
as the equilibrium of the applied forces is disturbed, the 
trajectory becomes a siuusoi~_ This trajectory rises aud 
falls alternately, the speed along it being necessarily 
variable. 
The airplane reaches its maximum speed when it passes 
through the low points of this trajectory and its minlmum 
speed when passing through au ape~. These oscillations 
cause rather strong variations of the orientation 8 of 
the airplane in space, but do not a f fect the incidence to 
the same extent. An experimental study of slow oscilla-
tions Was made long ago. The best determination was made 
by the National Advisory Co~nittee for Aeronautics for a 
VE-7 airplane and resulted in the diag ram shown in Figure 
4. The analytical study shows that the roots at and b' , 
characterizing the damping and the period, are complex 
functions of ~ aud increase the difficulty of the ex-
planat ion 0 
Gatos nevertheless demonstrated in a striking man ner 
that these roots depend on the characteristics aCm/ a i 
and ~Cm/a~ defined abovoo Referring back to expressions 
(a) and (d) (pages 3 and 5), it is found that the values 
most easily subject to modifications are 
(0.25 
-
p\ 
and ~ - , 
Let 
lJ sl 
= (0.25 p\ and Sill X - - \ Y = 1) S1 
we may then write 
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aCm = dT A x + ] y , ac ~ = C y aT) 
where A, B, and C are roughly const an t. Gates* succeed-
ed in plotting a diagram giving the values of at and b t 
as functions of x and y. A diagram of this typ e is 
shown in Figur e 5. No generalizati on i s possible, s ince 
these curv es are not independent of all the oth er varia-
bles of the problem . They were plotted for a gi ven air -
plane with a specif ic radius of gyration. The curves of 
at have a common tangent, the equation of which is Ax + 
By = 0 and which is the locus of the points of zero stat-
ic st abi lity. Parallels corresp onding to a series of val-
ue s ~f the coefficient ~ may be added in the diagr am. 
Th e points of the range corresponding to the usual x and 
y values are co n s id ered below. Let A be a po int repre-
senting an airplane with a small de gr ee of stability. If 
its s tability is increased by a forward shifting of t h e 
e.g., the displacement must be par all el to the x axis. 
During this motion the curves with increasing b' a re 
succe ssively encountered. Hence, the period decreases with 
increasing stability. The a' curves first hav e d~creas­
ing values, but the y increase after a certain shifting. 
Conse quen tl y, the damping i s first reduced and t h en slight-
ly increased by an increase of static stability. It would 
likewi se be possible to anti cipate tho eff oct of an in-
crease in stability resulting from an action on the tail 
surface, by traveling on a p arallel to the y axis. 
Gates 1 diagram permits foreseeing the modifications 
of the characteristics of the slow oscillation, without 
requi ring much calCUlation . This method of representa-
ti on may be used for the study of the equation of the rap -
id oscillation, but the explanation is too simple to ne-
cessitate the application of this method. 
We cannot now g o further into t h e study of the motion 
corresp onding to a zero or negative coefficient of static 
stability. It may b e me ntioned, however, that wh en ~ be-
comes negative, the long-peri od oscillati on grow s unst ab le 
before the short-period osci llati on . 
*Gate s, S. B.: A S~T.vey of Longitudinal S~ability below 
the Stall, with an Absiract f or Designer's Use. R. & M. 
No. 1118, British A.R.C., 1927. 
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X. APPLICATIONS OF THE i-:IETHOD 
The above method is not confined to the study of t~e 
return to the initial position of equilibrium. It permits 
studying the motions by which an airplane tends toward a 
new p osition of equilibrium, either under the action of a 
control or under that of an atmospheric disturbance. 
Four airplanes, wit h a wing loading of 40 kg/m 2 (8.2 
Ib./sq.ft.) flying at 40 m/s (13 1. 2 ft./sec.) with a lift 
of Cz == 0.40 are considered below. They have, however, 
di f ferent coefficients of stability which are, resp ective-
ly, 
~ == 0.002 ~ == 0.004 ~ == 0.006 ~ == 0.008, 
t h e angles being expressed in degrees. The periods and the 
T ~ of each osci llation were calculated for these four air-
p lanes, an d tho following table was thus obtained. 
Fast oscillation Slow oscillation 
,-.- - --. .J}-.- --- - ---.., ,--____ _ -.A .----~ 
T ( sec . ) Tt ( sec.) T (sec . ) Tt ( sec.) 
--_.- .-
~ == 0.0 0 2 6 . 70 0 . 186 44.5 13.6 
~ 0 . 004 3.38 0 .1 85 33.0 15.9 
!J, = 0. 0 06 2.51 0 .185 29.5 16.8 
~ 0 . 0 08 2.08 0 .1 85 2 6 .4 17.0 
-- - - -------
T~lis calculation was made without taking the derivativo 
aCm /a ~ into account, tbus assuming the latter to be n il. 
This series of airp lane s was used for the determination of 
t ~c a mplitude of the oscillations produced by three dif-
ferent initial disturbances. 
A. Airp l ane Flying in Still Air 
The incidence of the ai~p lane is assumed to be dis-
turbed by a loc a l vortex at one of its extremities or by 
a wr~ng maneuver of the pilot. Tho curves of Figure 6 
are obtained by calculation. They define the motion which 
develops after an initial disturbance characterized by 
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ow = 8 m/s 
08 0 .:3 rad., 
o i.e., after a disturbance of 11.4 of the incidence. These 
curves include the ordinates of botil oscillations. eu 
and 08 are represented during th e 45 seconds and ow dur-
ing the 10 seconds following the beginning of the motionJ 
Eesides, the derivatives d(ow)/dt and d(08)/dt are rep-
resented on a large scale during the first seconds . The 
derivative d(ow)ldt represents the acceleration of the 
airp~ane in m/s 2 along its OZ axis; the derivative 
d(0 6)/dt represents the angular velocity , i . e., the dis-
turbance oq. 
The initial disturbance imparts a vertical accelera-
tion to the airplane and exerts a nose-heavy moment. 30th 
effects tend to reduce the incidence. The latter is rap-
idly restored by these phenomena to ab out its normal val-
ue, but slow long-peried motions are set up which a ffect 
chiefly the speed u and the inclinati0n 8. 
E . Disturbances of the Surrounding Medium 
Instead of being motionl ess, the surrounding air is 
now assumed to have a translational velocity U', the com-
ponent s of which are u l a:u.d WI, U being the absolute 
sp eed of the airplane with the components u and w. The 
relative speed is then 
V =j(u - U I }2 + (w _ WI)2 
and the incidence is 
i w - W I 
U - u l ' 
It is always possible to determin e, for a known air-
plane type, the motion corresponding to the equilibrium of 
the forces in air with any absolute speed, since the rela-
tive speed and the incidence of flight are independent or 
the speed or displacement. Hence., the air p lane motion re-
sulting from a disturbance of the surrounding medium can 
be easily determined . Let Rl b e the flight condition or 
the airplane in still air when 
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This condition corresp onds to the values U1 and W1 of 
the absolute airplane speed. In disturbed air A2 , in 
which 
and 
the airplane, flying at the same incidence and relative 
sp eed, has a flight condition Ra characterized by differ-
ent absolute speeds Uz and wz , but determined by 
The airplane loses its equ ilibrium when , flying under con-
dition R1 , it passe s suddenly from atmosphere A1 to 
atmosphere A2 • It cannot maintain the condition R1 and 
tends to ward the condition Rz. The motions of the air-
p l a ne during this change of a t titude can be calculated by 
taking R z as the condition o f equilibrium fr om which the 
airp lane is deflected by 
ou 
ow 
nence , the airplaae motions can be studied by the above 
method and result from a cumulation of the oscillatory mo-
tions of predetermined peri od and damping. 
C. Rising Gust 
We first propose to study the case of a rising gust 
such that 
about an airplane in level flight. 
The condition R1 in atmosphere Al , assumed to be 
m~tionle ss, is characterized by a certain number of given 
values u1, 19'1 . 81 ' (F i g. 7.) The condition R1 in at-
mosphere A2 is transitory, not constituting a state of 
equ ilibrium. The ang le of incidence is much too lar g e 
(fig . 8) and the airplane trajectory will chan ge. 
The airp lane tends toward a new condition Ra wher e 
it is in equilibrium in at mosphere Az. It is clear that 
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this condition is characterized by the same values of the 
relative speed, incidence and i nc lination of the air-
plane to the h orizontal as condit ion R l , but by a dif-
ferent absolute speed. The latter increases, since t h e 
sp ee d of displacement of the surrounding medium is impart ed 
to the airplan e. (Fig. 9.) . 
We have calculated, for the four airplanes studie d 
ab ove, the cour se and amp 1 i tude of the di s turban ce s ou, 
ow, oq , 08 which bring the airp lane into the p osition 
RC! aft er it enters a region of rising currents having a 
velocity of 8 m/s (26.2 ft./sec.) : 
ow = - Wel' = - 8 
The resul ts of the calculation are shown in Figure 10. In 
this case also the airplane will be violently raised and 
will begin a n ose dive. These two motion s tend to close 
the angle between the directions OX and V of Figure 8 , 
the two axes approaching each other. 
Airplanes with a high deg r ee of static stability os-
cillate faster, the vector OX covers a gre~ter part of 
the d istance and the incidence of fl i ght is reached by a 
displacement 08, greater than if the airp l ane had only a 
low degree of stability. Static stability increases t~e 
di s turbance of inclination 08 following a vertical gust . 
In its final state, the airplane ~u st, however, recover 
its initial inclination 8 . (Fig. 9.) A g reat static sta-
bility thus contributes toward t emporarily deflecting the 
airplane from its final inclination. This explains why 
speed disturbances ou, foll ow ing rising gusts, are more 
pr nnounced in airplanes with great static stability than 
in airp l anes with a low degree of stab ility. 
D. Horizontal Gust 
The effect on an airplane in flight of a horizontal 
gust of 10 m/ s (32.8 ft . /sec .), opposed to the airp lane 
mction, was calculated by the same method. The i nitial 
disturbance is an increment of ou. Wh e n the effect of 
this disturbance is neutralized, the airplane returns t . 
level flight a t its original incidence but at a differ~nt 
altitude . The phenomena take place in the foll owi ng order. 
A vertical .? cceleration of apprOXimate ly 5 m/s el (16.4 ft . / 
sec.~), wJ.lich decreases r ap idly, is first imparted to t~le 
airplane. Then the airplane is stal led, thus starting the 
characteristic motions of the slow oscillation. (Fig. 11.) 
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These diagrams illustrate the complete effect of the ini-
tial disturbances on four airplanes differing in their 
coefficient of static stability. The diagrams can be com-
bined when the initial disturbance does not correspond to 
one of the three cases considered. They are very useful 
for the study of stabilizing units or methods of stabil-
i~ation. 
XI. AUTOMATIC STABILITY 
We now reach the point where the problem of automatic 
longitudinal stability may be clearly defined. All the 
flying qualities which a normal airplane is expected to 
have, are often incorporated in present-day airp lane types 
by rule - of-thumb methods. This result is achieved by 
shifting the e.g. and using wings of carefully selected 
form a nd size. Fairly satisf actory airp lane characteris-
tics are developed by these means. This cannot be denied, 
since throughout the world thousands of air9 1anes fulfill 
the purpose for which they are designed. Even t~e dan g er 
of stalling is greatly reduced by good aerodynamic desi gns. 
In go~d weather the lon g itudinal stability of most 
p resent-day airp l a ne types p ermits flying with locked el-
evator controls. Th e study of dynamic stability shows 
t h at the motions initiated by an airplane under t h ese con-
ditions are finally damped . The pilotts efforts to exp e-
dite the damp ing of these motions may be useful, but not 
essen ti al. If only stability in still air were considered, 
the p roblem would consist in d amping the long-period os-
cillations as quickly as possible. 
Conditions are different in moving air. Left to it-
self, with locked controls in bad weather, even the most 
carefully designed airplane behaves much worse than when 
it is flown by a p ilot. Practically no airplane can fly 
satisfactorily in moving air with locked controls. It 
needs a pilot. 
The reason is obvious. When the whole airplane is 
subjected to a disturbance of the surrounding air, there 
exists a position of equilibrium toward which it tends, 
while accomplishing a series of motions, the succession of 
which can be deter mined by the preceding analysis, If only 
a p art of the airp lane, e. g .~ a tip, is subjected to the 
Botion of an at mospheric dis t urbance, the momentums corre-
sp onding to an gular velocities will have to be studied. 
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Besides, the airplane will start motions which, however, 
do not tend toward a fina l state of e quilibrium until the 
whole airp l ane enters a region where every point of the 
air has the same absolute velocity. This p roblem involves 
' difficul t c a lculations. 
It is certain , however, t hat , in moving air, the dis-
turbances may recur at s h ort intervals, long before the 
airplan e has recovered i t s p osi tion of equilibrium . T~e 
airplane tends toward a continually varying e qu ilibrium. 
It i s badly tossed about and flies along an irregular tra-
jectory . In that case the above diagram s may b e of inter-
est only during the first few secon ds fol lowin g a disturb-
a nce. It is obvious that the rap idity of the changes in 
the surrounding medium makes any regularity of the air-
p l an e trajectory imp o ssible 15 or 30 seconds aft er the in-
itial disturbance . The p roblem is no longer concerned 
with secondary s tr esses but with i mmediate effects. 
Inasmuch as the strongest action of the ai r f orces 
is exerted on airp lanes with a high degr e e of stabi lit y , 
they are the most violently tossed about . The regularity 
of the traject or y of an a irp lane cannot be improved by 
increasing its static st ab ility. It seems rather that 
this result may be achieved b y reducing t h e stability. 
Howeve r, in consideration of s af ety, such p ractice can not 
b e followed . An airplane with released controls is gen-
erally less stable than one with locked controls. Below 
a certain degree of stability, airplan es may become un -
stable with released controls. Ot h er di ff iculties may 
a rise, such as thB inversiQn of tbe controls. The conclu-
sion is thu s ~eaohed that it may be advisable t o drop the 
usual methods of research and to dispoc i at e phenomena 
which , under normal c ondition s, are ~elated with one an-
other . These results can be reached only by ab andoning 
the p rac ti ce of rigid and indeformabl e airplanes. 
1. The assumed di s torti on of the a irp l ane may be as -
sumed to result in a deflect ion of the control surfaces. 
This actually occurs in practic e. In movi ng air, the pi -
lot neutraliz es by this mean s ce rtain, i f not a ll, e ffe cts 
of external f orces. The effect of changes in the eleva t or 
setting ~ on longitudinal sta~ility is studi ed below, 
part icularly as regards the p o ss i bi li ty of building an au-
t omatic stabilizer de si gned to c arry out these maneuvers 
and t o pr oduce the necessary def lections of th e control 
surf ac es. 
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2. It is easily seen that the rigidity of a wing cell 
may be more or less reduced by basic changes in its de-
sign, We a re thus in the presence of two di f ferent solu-
tions which have each been the object of numerous rese arch-
es. It is pr oposed to study first the solutions of the 
first group in which the only considered deformation of 
the airplane is a change in the elevator setting ~. We 
shall seek to det ermine the effect on the airplane motion , 
of the various laws which may affect this setti ng. This 
problem justifies the study of the dynamic stability as 
outlined aoove. 
The mot ions imparted to an airp l an e by an automatic 
stabilizer differ from those which it performs without 
the stabilizer. Logical l y, this study should begin with 
the natural reactions of the wing cell. 
We have hitherto studied only statically stable wing 
cells. Seme d esi gners think that airplanes wi t h satisfac-
tory flying ability may be built by coubining staticallY 
unstable wing cells with autoIuatic stabilizers. This i d. ea 
can be put into practice and several solutions are consid-
ered below. 
Our program, however, is more modest. The aer~dynamic 
study of stability s h ows that satisf act ory ~ositiv e co ef-
ficients of static stability can be developed by construc -
tional methods. In this case the action of the stabiliz er 
is confined to correcting irregularities of the traj ectory. 
The airplane is allowed to display its g ood qualities which 
are improved by the stabilizer which combats, if nec e ssary, 
certain detrimental effects of inherent stabilit y~ 
Blind f l ying ip4icate~ that a solution of the problem 
is possib~ e, In instrumeny ~lying, all the man euve rs ~r e 
made by the pilot oh the basis of the combined readings 
of a few instruments. Inas r,luch as each combination of the 
readings of these instruments - corresponds to a sp ecific 
maneuv er, it does not seem impossible to have part or all 
of the work done by a mechanical device. 
However, a solution of this pr oblem cann ot be attempt -
ed, unless it be clearly expressed . A list of all maneu-
vers must be drawn up . g ivin g the respective amplitudes of 
the control deflections. It must then be demonstrated 
that, under all possible conditions of flight, none of the 
prop osed maneuvers can be wrong. 
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In a p aper on "Automatic Stability, II read at Ghent in 
1913, by Mr. S~e. clearly indicated the necessity of mak ing 
a program of the maneuver s before at tempting a study or 
construction of the actual stabil izer . We shall work along 
the same lines. Our knowledg o of the n atur a l reactions of 
a ri gid airplane forms the basis fo r t h e establishment of 
such a p rogram. We shall then see how closely existing 
stabi lizers agree with t his p ro g ram • 
• 
Notes : 1.- All the statements made in t he f irst p art of 
this paper ar e based on the assuBp tion of in -
stantaneous atmo sphe ric disturbances. The 
accuracy of this a ssumption may be questioned, 
but ' it affords the advantage of conclusions 
which ar e unaff ected by t h e law estab l ishing 
the dis turb ances . It is obvious that if a 
disturbance deve lop s according to a sinusoi dal 
law of the same period as one of the airplane 
oscillations, the resulting resonance mas~s 
the essential facts . 
are : 
2.- In order that our exp lanations may be more ex-
plicit, we have assumed very pronounced ini-
tial disturbances exceeding the narrow lim-
its of appli cati on of the meth od of smal l mo-
tions. Since, however, all t h e equations are 
line ar, it is only n ecessary to divide the 
initial disturbanc e and its e f fects by t:1e 
same number, in order to render the mot h od 
appl i cab l e • 
PART I I 
AUTOMATIC LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 
XI I. PR OGRAM 
The natura l forces about a statically stable a irp l an e 
a) When tlle incidence is increased b y an acci dental 
displacement of the airplane in still air , or when the 
airplane enters a region of up-currents, it al way s receives 
a strong acceleration along the OZ a x is. It is violent l y 
lifted, but oscilla tes at the s ame time about its c.g. ,and 
dives. This d ive is prolonged whe n the initial disturbance 
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is a displacement of incidence, but it is, on the contra-
ry, very short and followed by a slight stall when the in-
itial disturbance is a modificati~n of the inherent speed 
of the surrounding medium. 
b) Any reduction of the incidence produces reactions 
opposite in sign to the above. 
c) When the airplane meets a frontal gust, correspond-
ing to an increase of the relative speed, it is lifted and 
stalled so far as t he effect of static stability is not 
neutralized by the derivative aCm/a~ . 
d) Forces oppos ed to those defined above are p roduced 
by a re duc tion in the relative speed. Besides, in e ach of 
these cases, the speed along the OX axis is subject to 
slow disturbances, the effect of which is felt for a very 
long time. Thes e various air forces . are shown in the abov e 
diagrams . 
Wh i ch of thes e irregularities of the trajectory may be 
suppressed? It is easily found that the accelerations 
along OZ are due to the rigidity of the airplane. They 
are the direct consequence of any change of incidence and 
cannot be avoided by a deflection of the elevator alone . 
This result might b e reached, if the whole wing were de -
f ormable. The pitching motion s, on the contrary, depend 
on the e levato r setting and may b e controlled by the pro -
p osed stabilizing unit . The variations of the velocity 
along OX, practically coincid ent with the speed along 
t h e trajectory, are rather slow, They may li k ewise be in-
fluenced by elevator settings which are secondary effects 
of the pitching moti ons. 
In spite of th e detrimental effect of the accelera-
tions called fo rth by the ve r tical inflections of the tr a-
jecto r y , the l atter cannot be pr evented in moving ai r, our 
action being thu s confined to th e pitching motions . What 
is the p rogram for th e use of the aut omat ic stabilizer? 
Is it nec es sary to main tain the dir ection of th e natural 
airp l an e r otations? Th e answers to these questions are 
g iven in thre e group s, each defining a p ro gram. 
Fir s t Pr 0 g r am 
Many technicians , including Co lonel Eteve, consider 
that a stabilizing unit must stimulate the natural rota-
tions of an airp lane. If we accept this proposition , there 
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immediat el y arise various possibi lities of a ppl ication. 
a) Certain reactions may be accentuated and others 
r educed. The analytical study sh ows that an airplane with 
a small degree of static stabi l ity may not be entirely 
stabl e if oCm/2fY is large enough, the stability of spee d 
being deficient under certain conditions. It may be ad-
vantag eous to increase this stability without increasing 
the coefficient of static stability ~, by using a stab i l-
izing unit which is free from the tr oubles inherent in an 
increas e of ~ . 
b) It is always useful to i ncrease the damp ing of slow 
oscillations which, normally, are only little damped. An 
attempt may even be made at pr oduci ng: ap eriodically reeur-
rent motions . 
c) We may s eek to reduc e the s ensi tivity of the air-
plane to t rans ition al disturbanc es . 
Se cond Pr o gram 
other technicians do not agree with the above p ro gram, 
They suggest, on the contrary , a modification of the nat-
ural airplan e rotations in one or the other direc t icn. 
A. Sde and Boykow agree on the f ollowing po int. The ai r-
plane shoul d not rise verticall y under the action of a 
fr ontal gu st, the l atter being ofte n of short duration, 
so that the stall may leave the airplane in a diff icult 
p osition when the gust ceases . According to them, the air-
p lane should face a frontal gust wi thout nosing up, but 
~ather diving sli ghtly. 
Third Program 
According to a third ve r sion , the airplane motions 
should be nearly complete l y neutralized and the stability 
of speed sacrificed in order to keep the direction of the 
airplan e axes fixed in space. This r esult may be achieved 
by means of gyroscopic stabilizing units wh i ch suppress 
pitching, without, however, straightening the trajectory 
in th e vertical plan e . Henc e, thes e d e vices correspond to 
a quit e differ e nt program , in which a d eli berat0 attempt 
is mad e to modify the basic characte r istics of the air-
p lan e motion . This program :na~ " be justified "}n the assump-
ti on that the origin of the disturbanc es is mor e fr e quent -
ly an angular displacement of t~e ai r p l ane than a change 
in the comp onen ts of the absolute motion of the air~ Coro-
) 
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promises between these various principles have been sought 
by the combined use of gyroscopes and anemometers for 
guardi'ng airplanes, equipped with a stabilizing unit of 
the third type, against eXcessive disturbances of sp eed, 
XIII. ELEMENTS OF A STABILIZING UNIT 
All longitudinal stabilizing units have one or more 
disturbance detectors which control the elevator deflec-
tions. The detectors are sensitive to one of the varia-
bI o s characterizing the motion, or to a combination of them. 
The main detectors availab l e for this purp ose are 
lis t ed in Table I. The dir e ct - coptrol or servo-motor sta-
bilizing units noW avai l able are li s tp. d in Tn ble II. 
I. Disturbance Detectors 
·---·--------~r -al-n-e t~;-t ~-;h-i ch-t h~l R e cor d e d 
Instrument I :: 
TABLE 
1. Anemometer 
+2~ s tru~~~~_~en s ~:~~~7~~~~ e 
I Relat i ve speed I ~ 
2 . Wind vane Incidence i = - w/u 
3 . Free gyroscope sus -
pended at its c.g. Inclination in sp ace 8 
4. Motor-driven gyro-
scope wi th a pre-
cessional moment 
5. Pendulum or accel-
erometer along OX 
6 . Accelerometer along 
OZ 
7. Lift indicator 
8 Yariometer 
Angular velocity q 
Direction of appar e n t du 
gravity dt 
Magnitude of a pparent dw 
gravi ty dt 
Magnitude of lift i 
I Speed along the verti- da 
I cal . d t 
and sin8 
and cos8 
y2 or uW 
I i ~-----------------------~----------
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TABLE II. Principal Stabilizer Types 
.-------- .------" --"-_._-------
Parameter to which 
the stabilizer is 
sensitive 
r~p eed 
I Incidence 
I 
Inclination 
Q 0 n t r 0 1 ______ _____ 
r -D- i -r(-le--c
9
-
l
t-
4
--"'-) ~.- ] . . S e r v 0 - rn 0 tor \ 
Eteve I" 
{ Et eve (1 910), }" 
Constantin . S.T .Ae. 
I 
[ Regnard (1 910), 
L Sp erry 
Sim- J An gular velocity 
p le { 
Lucas-
Girardville 
I 
1 
" ) 
Co m-
p ound 
Direction of a ppar-
ent gravity Moreau (1 912) 
Magni tude of a pp ar-
en t g ravi ty 
r 
Sp eed + incidence 
Sp eed + dire c tion of 
app arent g ravi ty 
Sp eed + magnitude of 
a pp arent g ravity 
Sp eed + inclination 
Sp eed + angular ve ~ 
locity 
S.E.C.A.T. 
r ) Maz ade, Askani a 
L et Doutre (1 911 ) 
! 
~ Doutre (1 913), 
\. Bo~ow . 
Boykow 
~-----------------------.----~- -------------~----- ----------------
In view of t he danger of a p ossible b reakdown of the 
stab ilizing unit , or its ill - ti med action, a quick-release 
c lutch , restoring the cont r ol of t . e airp lane to the p ilot, 
is n ecessary and has b een incorp orated in nearly all t n e 
devic~s built or p rop o s ed to t h is day . 
No d escrip tio n is g iven of t h e electrio or co mp ressed-
a ir s ervo- motors, wh ereas a s h ort account is g iven of t h e 
d evices co mbining , e v en t ually , t n e readin g s of two or more 
d etec t ors a nd insuri ng , under all conditions, setting s of 
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the controls closely meeting the requirements. 
The disturbance detector may be connected with an in-
dex whose deviation from a median position is proportion-
al to the disturbance. (Fig. 12.) A deflection of the 
elevator by servo-motor, pr op ortional to or simply a func-
tion of the travel of the index, is a prcblem solved long 
ago. The index, moving along t~o segments, closes an elect-
tric circuit, thus starting the servo-moto"r in one or the 
other direction, as soon as it leaves its zero position. 
Such a device op erates the control in the proper direction, 
as soon as t~e disturbance is felt and the index comes in 
contact with the segment. The result, however, is purely 
qualitative, since the servo-motor runs at the same speed 
for all the p ositions of the index within the li mits Xo 
and x m• The elevator deflection does not depend on the 
instantaneous p osition x of the index, but on the time 
during which the circuit is closed. namely. on the time 
elap sed since the first contact of the index with the seg-
ment at xo ' 
Such a device is useless without a complementary unit 
establishing a given relation between the deflection ~ 
and the p osition x of the index, or introducing a rela-
tion b etween these two paramet ers according to a given 
l aw. This unit forms the actual control device. 
Let, fo r example, an upward shifting of the index 
through an ang le a increase the setting of the control 
surface, on the understanding that a deflection ~ of the 
latter, corresponding to the angle a, be ~ = k a . When 
the servo-mot or which deflects the control surface down-
ward, likewise shifts the segment upwar d through an ang le 
a, it is obvious that when the control reaches the de-
sired p osition ~ , the index will be opp osite the dead 
point of the segment and the servo-motor will stop. 
With decreasing disturbance, the index comes in con-
tact with the lower segment and s tart s t~e mot or in the 
opp osi te direction. The segment then move s downward. The 
instant the d is turbance ends, the index having resumed its 
initial posit ion, the segment must li k ewise return to its 
original p osition and the control su rface to the neutral 
p osition . This result cannot be reached without a shift-
ing of the se gm ent which, h orr ever, need not necessarily be 
proportional to the deflection of the elevator. The law 
of d isp lacemen t of the se gmen t can be modified by suitable 
cams. This Qa~es it p ossible to control the relation be-
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tween the displacements of the index and the deflections 
of the control surface. The principle of this device is 
necessarily incorporated in all the stabilizing devic es 
with servo-motors. A si mi lar arrangement can be easily 
imagined with the servo-motor operated by compressed air. 
There are simple stabilizing units by which the ele-
vator is deflected as a function of a single variable, 
and compound stabilizing units dep endi ng on the readings 
of several detectors according to which they operate the 
servo-motors . These devices require a "combiner. 1I Sev-
eral e xamp le s of this type are given later. 
Lastly, the stabilizing unit may also be used for 
putting the airplane through a complete maneuver resulting 
in a change of the flying attitude. The maneuvers are 
started and guided by the pilot, who , by means of the gas 
throttle, may use tile stabilizing unit to obtain an en-
tirely automatic control of all the phases of the airplane 
flight. 
As regards lateral stability, which is not studied in 
this paper, the airplane should assume automatical ly the 
bank of a correct turn when the ru dder is deflected by 
the p ilot. The function of the stabilizing unit is thus 
extended and it becomes a sort of automatic pilot. 
The principles outlined above permit a general study 
of stabilizing units to be made. The simplest devices 
and their anticipated effect on the trajectory are inves -
tigated first. Compound stabilizing units are studied 
next. The difficulty of the task is not so much due to 
the shortage of data on this subject as to the impossibil-
ity of procuring reliable information on the test resu lts 
obtained with these devices. 
XIV. LONGITUDINAL STABILIZATIOi~ AS A FUNCTION OF TrIE SPEED 
Static stability always insures stability of speed, by 
the effect of the slow oscillation, when no dis turbing ac -
tion of the propeller is to be f eared. The latter can, 
however, produce two important effects. Its slipstream 
exert~ an aerodynamic action on the tai l sur fac ~and its 
thrust produces a moment when its axis does not pass 
through the c.g. The first of these effects p roduces the 
following result. In most cases, the horizontal tail sur -
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faces produce negative lift. For an equal incidence and 
translational speed, this action increases with the in-
tensity of the propeller slipstream, which increases with 
respect to the translational speed whe n the latter do-
creases or when the revolution number increases. Hence, 
a reducti on of the factor ~ = V/nD results in a stall . 
and justifies the sign of dCm/d~. (Fig. 13.) .A reduc-
tion of speed stalls the airplane and produces a detri men-
tal action, whereas a reduction of the engine speed noses 
the airp lane down and exerts a favorable action. The ef-
fect of decentering the thrust axis is favorable or det-
rimental according to the cause of the disturbance. .A re-
duction of the airplane speed increases the thrust, where-
as it is reduced by a dropping of the engine speed. The 
airp l ane @ust be nosed down in both cases. When the 
thrust axis lies bel ow the c.g., the speed reduction pro-
duces an effect which is detrimental in the first case 
and favorab le in the second. A contrary conclusion is 
reached when the thrust axis lies abov e the c.g. These 
remarks show that the stability of speed and, lastly, the 
dynami c stability of airplanes are materially affected by 
the propeller. The coefficient of static stability re-
quired by an airplane in order that its e ffect be prevalent 
and that dynamic stability be always insured, may be found 
by calculation. 
Considering the complex character of the natural re-
actions on the airp l ane, which are sometimes modified by 
sec ondary effects, it is not surprising that many design-
ers sought to insure constancy of speed by direct means , 
a mechanical device tending to depress the elevator and 
nose the ai r plane dewn as the speed decreases. The sensi-
tiv e component of such a device is an anemometer. Its 
reading is proportional to the square of the speed. Col-
onel Eteve built and actually tested in 1 914 an anemomet-
ric stabilizer (fig. 1 4), a brief description of which was 
given by the inventor in L'Aeronautique, No. 143, page 120. 
The effect of such a device on the trajectory can be 
easily understood. According to the calculation, a sta-
bilizing unit, sensitive to speed alon e, has no e f fect on 
short - period oscillations, but exerts a considerable in-
fluence on slow oscillations. It reduces their period and 
damping. This fact is easily understood by referring to 
the diagram of the 8u and 88 val ues. 
the 
The 
8u 
88 cur ve is known 
curve . (Fig ! 15 . ) 
to be offset 90 0 relative to 
When the speed grows excess-
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ive (fror!l A to B), the airplane tends to stall. Tlle sta-
bilizing unit increases t he stal l. Fr om B to C t he speed 
is too s mall an d the airplan e no se~ d own. Th e stabilizi ng 
unit i n creas e s the d ive. Hen ce, wh e n the speed stabilizer 
has n o seco ndary e ffe ct of the pr opeller to neutralize, it 
ampli f i e s t ile p itchillg mo tion s and a ffe cts t ll e oscillat i on 
a s indicated ab ove. 
When the anemometric stao ilizing devico fulfills i t s 
p~rpos e, it 8.lso ampli f i es the l on g-poriod oscill a tions. 
TllC oreticall y , it is well suited f or aut omatic piloting, 
but , a lthough very attractive i n p rincipl e , it is i mpo r-
fo ct.* Many a ttempts have boon ma d e to usc it in combi-
nat ion wit h a unit for correcti~g i t s defects. Tho p ro-
p os ed solutio n s will be examined ffl.rthor on. 
xv. LO~GITUDI NAL STA3 ILIZATION AS A FUiCTI ON 
OF THE INCIDENCE 
The v ane is t~c elemon t sensitive to i n ci d e n ce varia-
ti ons. The st a biliz at i o n of an air p l an e, a s a function 
of the incidon ce, may b o achi evod by t h o Et6v~ or Co n stan-
tin meth ods, u si ng vanes fo r the d irect control of t h e el-
evator; or by a vane controlling a servo- motor simil~r t o 
tha t built by the S.T.A~. In both cases the deflections 
pr oduced by the vane, wh e n it is balan ced abo ut its axis, 
a re fun ctions of the airplan e i n cidence a lo n e. I n the 
f irst case, th e deflecting mome n t of the vane and t h e r e-
sisting moment o f the co nt rol are both p ro p ortional to V2 • 
The f i nal p osition of the co n trol is t h erefore i nd ep end-
en t of V and depend s on the incidence only. In t h e sec-
ond cas e, when the vane controls a servo- Dotor, the wor k 
it ha s to do is p rac tically n il, a nd t h e van e a lway s takes 
a p osition corresponding to the zero mo ment a b out its axis. 
Thi s p osition dep e nd s on the i nc i d ence onl y . The E t~v~ 
and Constanti n powe r vanes hav e alr eady been described in 
*The review of t h e Fre n ch pat ent 696 ,3 3 8 (May 31, 1 930) , 
pub lished in LIA6ronautique No. 1 55 , page 113, is rec al l ed 
in thi s c onnection . The pat e n t was i s su ed to t h e So6i~t~ 
de s Etablisseme nt s Liore e t Olivier, fo r " i mp rOVe l!le nt s 111 
flyLlg mac"lilles . II This pate:l t descr i be s a (l evice f or au-
to matic long itudi nal stabiliz ation, i n wh ich a vane, c a r-
ying an anenometric pl n te ~ ear its hub, controls t~e v ari -
ation s in the s ta~i lizer sett i ng , so ~s to na inta in a con-
stant s p ee d . 
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L'Athone.utique. Their pri n ci p les are recalled in the leg-
e nd s of Fi gures 16 and 17. 
Th e S.T.Ad. v a~ e oper a tes the elevator through the 
int e r me d iary of a servo- motor. It consists of an ordinary 
air f oil instead of two hollow superp osed blades. It ap-
p lies the princi p le of the quadrilateral with two une qu a l 
si d es, thus forming a stable wind vane, while the airfo i l 
is still located forward of its hinge axes. One o f t h ese 
ax e s carries a brush sliding al o n g a dist ri butor and con-
trolling the action of t h e servo-motor. The distributor 
is controlled by the deflections of the control surface. 
~e cannot give a detailed description of the extremely in-
g enious electrical devices designed by Mr . Granat an d. built 
by t h e Sa int-Chamond co mp a ny. 
A wind vane waintains the airplane at a g iven an g le 
of incidence in flight . An additional unit, not descri b ed 
i n F i gures 16 and 17, is put at the pilot's disp osal in 
c a se the airp lane would have to be flown at other speeds 
a nd angles. It is not believed that stabilization by 
me a ns of wind vanes gives essentially different results 
fro m those obtained by a si mp le i n creas e of t he static 
stability. The Om of t h e airplane is a function of t h e 
setting ~, which, again, is a function of t h e incidence, 
so t h at, as a first app roxi mation, it looks as though the 
total coefficient of static stability were 
!-Lt 
wh ere d~/di depends on the law of operation of the sta-
bilizing u nit. If the latter had no inertia, the question 
mi ght be studied theoretically by intr oducing the value 
!-Lt, g iven above, into the calculation. It would t h en be 
fou nd that the stabilizi n g unit acts chiefly on rapid os-
cillations. Its action on sloW oscillations is limited 
a ud a g r e e with Gates' diagram. We disag r e e with the state-
me n t that stab il i zation by means of the vane may sup press 
t h e slow oscillation and transform it into a n a p eriodic 
oscillation. 
Th eoretically sp eak i n g, the sa@e resu lts s h ou ld be 
o b tain o d by a u nit stabilizing tho incidence and by an in -
cre a se o f the static s t a b ility achieved by ordinary aero-
d yn am i c me a n s • Goo d res u Its b. a v e b ee nob t a i ned wit h inc i -
d ence stabilizing d evi ce s, wh ich wer e tested on airp l anes 
with ver y li t tle or no stability ~n d which enabled the p i-
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lot t o fl y wi th released controls. The following two ques-
ti on s are examined f or th e purpose of determining the rel-
a t i v e me r its 0 fin ; 1 e re n t s t aD i 1 1 t Y an d 0 f t h e inc i d e n c e 
s t ~bili zi nG devi c e . 
1. What does a h i gh coefficient of static stability 
c a l l f or? A f orward s~ifting o f the c.g. is the best 
Dlean s o f i n creasi ng the stabi 1 i ty of an ai r p l an e . Wilen, 
howeve r, the e.g. o f an airp lane with standard wings is 
loc a ted at 30 per cent of the chord , t h e c.p . lies aft of 
t h e e.g . at high sp eed s and requi r e s the use of a t ai l 
nnit which p roduces ne gative li f t and detri me nt ally af-
fects the performances. This point was p articularl y 
stressed by Constan t in. The advantage of t h e vane is that 
it p ermits re a ching a suitable ~t factor without having 
to sh i ft the c.g. fo r ward or increase the area of the tail 
surface. The v ane permits locating t h e c.g. at the re a r, 
but insures a deg ree of stabi li ty obtainable only by a 
forward loc at ion of the c.g, This, however, doos not ap-
ply t o wi n gs with a zero Cma whi ch always permit a for-
war d loc at ion of t he c.g. 
2. Is t~e action of the vane quicker or s lower t han 
that of th e inherent st ability? Considering that the van e 
may b e located a h ead of the airplane, one may be led to 
believe that i ts action is started as soon a s it is reac h ed 
by a di s turban ce, a fraction of a second earlier than the 
t a i l is reached by the gust. On the oth er h a n d , the sta-
bilizing unit and t h e elevat or ar e affected by i ne rtia; 
h en ce t~ e i r action i s retard ed. It is thought that, in 
ge ne ral, the a ct i on of t h e stab iliz er is sl ower t han that 
of the inherent stability. It was seen, however, that 
r athe r violent forces are set up when a staticall y stable 
airp lane is restored to a given incidence. Un d er t h ese 
cond iti ons the p ro gr e ssiv e action of a control deflection 
is to be p referred to the immediate e ffe ct o f the inherent 
stability. 
Th e p rincipl e of wind-vane stabilization h as b een 
confi r med by exp erienc e. It is therefore d esirab le to de-
te r min e th e stability characteristics by systemat ic tests, 
as f unctions of the aCm/a i, a Cm/a~, and d~/di v a lues. 
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XVI. LONGI TUDDT AL STAl3ILI ZATI ON AS A FUnCTION 
OF THE INCLI NATION 
Stabilization, as a function of the inclination of 
t h e airplane to t~e horizontal, fo r ms t ~ e subject of the 
third pr o gram covering the cases in wh ich t h e natural air -
p l an e motio n s a re opp osed ins t ead of b ei ng de veloped. A 
gyroscope hun g on gimb a ls in a fixed p osition rel ~tive t o 
t ~l e horizontal an d c apab le o f c :l a ng i ng its p ositio n witll 
resp e c t to the a irplane withou t encou ntering appreciable 
re s ist an c~, p roduces a deflection o f the control Burf Rce 
prop ortional to the inclination 8 . 
I t is easily s een t~at , following angular disp lace-
ments of the ai r p lan e, due to ill-timed m&n euvers of tho 
pilot or to t~e action of a gust on o ~ l y part of tho a i r-
p l an e (o. g ., the tail un it), the gyrosc opic stabil izer 
c an start a maneuve r contributi ng toward r e storing t ho 
airp lan e to its ori g inal positi on. This solu tion was an-
ticipated by Rog i.l ard, wi_ o, i n 1 9 1 0, sO"'J.ght to apply it to 
airp lane s. 
The a ctio n of t h e gyroscopic stab ilizer is less s at -
i sfact ory when the di stu rb anc e, i n ste a d of c hang i ng t h e 
i ncl inatio n of the ai r p l ane, alters the tran slational 
spe ed o f the entire su rrounding me d i um . I n this case the 
airp lane has t h e s a me incli n at ion 8 both in its ini tial 
and f i na l p ositions, but its ab s o l ut e spe eds u and w may 
di f f er. The suc cessive phases of the airp l an e in reachi n g 
nor ":1ally tile speeds u and w, co r resp o nding to t ~le new 
c ond i tions of flight , are acco mpanied by i.!.1 o d i f ic a t i_ ons of 
incli nat ion 88 and changes of a l t itude. The gyroscou ic 
st ab ilizer op p oses the 88 vari ati ons and mo d i f ies t h~ 
cou rse of the retu rn to equilibrium withou t, how e ve r, 
prev enting it co mp letely . 
On the o ther h a n d, in case of e ng i ne trouble, the 
s tab ilizer p reve n ts the d ive re qui red for the maintenance 
o f th e f lying speed , Th is is a serious d e f ett of the g y -
roscop ic stab ilizer Wh ich, iloweve r, can be easily remedied . 
Sp erry, the g r e at expe rt o n g y roscopes , bui lt a sta-
b ilizer i n 1 91 4 , w~ic h wa s sent i n fo r the competition of 
the Union fo r Ae rial Saf ety and gav e encov rag ing res~l t s. 
This d evice incorporated an a n e mometric blade whic :i.l o f fse t 
the contro l and stab ilized the airp lane on a pred etermined 
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downward trajectory wi.len the speed dropped b elow a g iven 
minimum v a lue. More recently , Sper ry placed on t ~l e Araer-
ican market the device described-in ligure 1 8. ge seems 
to have abandoned the arrang ement d esi ~ned to bring t h e 
airplane down in case of engine troub le, p ro bably relying 
on the progress achieved in engine construction. 
The g~roscopic stabiliz er func tions n or~ally as lOil g 
as the axis of the gyroscope remains vertic~l. W~en the 
gyroscope is suspended at its c.g., it is s-'bject to tllO 
action of no moment which is a function of its p osit i on. 
It is in neutral equilibrium. He a ce , the gyroscope should 
be start8d only in the horiz ont a l position. Besides , any 
cause o f disorientation should be avoided. The mome~lts o f 
di sorientation can never be comp letely avo ided. The fric -
tion of the suspension pivots and of the index on the se g -
ment are sufficient causes fo r the disorien tati on of t ne 
gyro scope. 
Th e fundamental features of gyroscopes a re briefly re-
called below. Let OZ be th e axis of rotation of a ~yro ­
scope, I its iner tia momen t, and W its angular velocity 
of rotation about this axis. (Fig . 19.) When a mo~ent 
L is exerted on t~e ~yroscop e abo u t the OX axis, t~e 
system revolves at an angular velocit y q about the OY 
axis. The a xi s of the gyrostat tends to settle along OX. 
This phenomenon is the well-known pr ecessional motion 
which tends to cause the gyr osc ope a xi s and t he axis of 
the deflecting moment to coincide. The angular pr ece ssion-
al velocity is given by 
L q = IW 
We now seek to determine the effect of the pitching 
motions on the gyroscope. Under the action of t h ese mo-
tions, the gyr oscope turns about the pivots parallel with 
t h e OX axis. This rotation c annot take ~ lace without 
friction, so that a moment L is aut oma.t ically set '}_p and 
the gyroscope axis travel s -c'..na.voidably in th e XOZ p l c~n e. 
Th e moment s ab out the OY axis produc e a pr ecession whic~ 
tends to displace the gyr oscope axis in t h e YOZ plane. 
Hence, t he gyroscope cannot mai ntain its initial position 
when it i s subjected to the action of external mo ments. 
Its axis mu st b e vertic al for a good functioning of t~e 
stabilizing unit. .A cumulation of tne e ffect s of the ex-
ternal moments mu st t h erefore be prev ented and. the gyr o-
scope axis restored, if necessary, to its initial position. 
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To obtain this result, the gyroscope must alway s be sub-
jected to the action of g ravity. 
Instead of suspendin~ t~e g yroscope at its c. ~ ., it 
illay b e hung f ro m a p oint above its c.g. This f orms a gy-
roscopic pendulum or wei ghted gyroscope, which is sensi-
tive to t h e a :9p arent gravi ty. Sucn all arrang e ment, ::.ow-
eVGr, increases t Il e causes of di sorientation , since any 
li near acceleration of the a i r p lan e changes t ho direc-
tio n of til e apparent gravity and introduces n ew di s turbi ng 
moment s. The gyroscopic p endu lum tends to settle in t ~l e 
direction of the app arent g ravity, but this tendency is 
opp osed by the p rope rties of t h e gy roscope. Hence, t h e 
devic e pr ecesses a b out t h is direction and describes a cone 
gr owi ng g raduall y narrower. 
F or the purp ose under consideration it is obviously 
improper to increase t he sensitivity of t h e gy roscope to 
gravity by weighting it. This result mu st be a tt ai n ed in 
some other way. Sperr y us es a sort of independent pendu-
l um whose d eflection fro m t h e gy roscope axis opens or 
closes n ozzles y ieldi ng p assag e to an a i r flow. When t he 
gy roscope axis coincides with t h e d irection of the pendu-
lum, t ' lO gyroscope is subjected to the a ction of f our 
equal air jets. 111en the pendulum axis make s an angle with 
t h e gyroscope axis, Le., wnen t:le a pparent g ravity is in-
clined forward (fig. 20), the output of one of the n ozzles 
is reduced, thus subjecting the gyrosc ope to the act ion 
o f a mo me nt, This contrivance introdu ces very s mall mo-
ment s wh ich become effective only after long applicati on. 
~ence, s h ort-p eriod oscillations of the p endulum, du e 
to modifications in the direction of th e app arent gravity, 
are without effect. Tne correction is e ff ective only in 
the lon g run, name ly, when the gyr oscope is perman entl y 
de f 1 e c ted fr o!!l t 11 eve r tic a l, w h i chi s t 11 e mean d ire c t ion 
of tne p ositions of the pendulum. Tllis is, in p rinciple, 
t h e restoring d evice which tends to insure the const an cy 
of orientation of th e gyroscope axis. 
Anot h er gyroscopic stabilizer is t ~ e d evice k nown in 
Engl and a s the "rob 0 t ,/I incorp or at ed in t h e e quipmen t o f 
the "Fairey" long - d is tan ce airplane. The co mmercial p ro-
duction of this instrumen t is said to b e in the hand s o f 
the Smi th company I but n o de scr ip t ion n a s tllU s far been 
p u blished. 
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XVII. LONGITUDINAL STABI LI ZATION AS A FUNCTION 
OF THE ANGULAR VELOCITY 
An a p paratus, sensitive to the angular velocity, can 
bo e asily conceived, The second fundamental p roperty of 
5 y roscopes is recalled in this connection. A gyroscope, 
wi t h a n i n ertia Doment I, revolving about its OZ axis 
at the angular velocity w a:ld driven by forced rotation 
at a speed q about its OY a x is , exerts a moment about 
OX whic» is prop ortional to Iwq. This moment may serve 
to d eflect t h e elevutor in a predetermined direction.* 
The idea of u sing t h e moc ent p roduced by the f orced 
mot i ons of t h e gyroscope f or the op eration of control sur-
face s seems t o be due to Colonel Lucas Girardville, who, 
i~ 1 910, built a direct-drive device, in which he used a 
gy roscope wei r,hing 5.8 kg (12.8 lb.) and rotating at 6 , 0 00 
revolutions p er minute. Althoug h mounted on a n airplane, 
t h is device does n ot seem to have been actually tested in 
f li ght. 
It is easily realized t h at the operation of the ele-
vator, as a f unction of the an gular pitchinf, velocity, is 
n ot an actual met h od of stabilization. In p ractice, such 
a~ ar ran g e ment beco u es e f fective o n ly when tho pitching 
Dot ions du e to at u osp h er i c disturbances be g in. Hence, it 
c aan ot b e used for co n trollin g the p itching motions prop-
s r, a t a sk a s sum 0 d bye ar 1 i e r s tab iIi z e r t yp e s • It can 
bo u sed, however, for t h e dampi n g of motions produced by 
o t. l:.er cau ses, provided t h e hlechan ism is arranged in such 
a Da n ner that the air- f orce mome n t set up by a stalling 
Dotion d e p resses th e elevator a n d vice versa. Hance , the 
s tabilizing unit depen di n g on t he angular velocity has the 
s a mo action as a device which i n creases the damping arti-
f ic i ally. This f eature is interesting, but not essential. 
The incre a se of damp i ng does not eliminute t ~le funda-
me n tal question of the direction of rotation, but at most, 
co mp letes it. Und er these conditions the device sensitive 
to angul a r velocity must be considered as an accessory ca-
p a b le of being combined with a n ot h er stabilizing unit con-
trolling the rotations. Th e latter mi ght possibly limit 
*Th e gy roscope axis may a lso be orien ted alo n g the OX 
a x i s of t h e a i r p l an e. The f orced rotation about the lat-
er ~l OY a x is t h en e x erts p recessional moments about OZ. 
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its ef f ect by contributing toward rendering certain mo-
tions aperiodically recur rent, which, otherwise, would be 
osci l latory. 
XVII I • LONGITUDIl~ AL STABILIZATION AS .A FUNCTION 
OF THE DIRECTION OF THE APPARENT GRAVITY 
Ti.1.e apparent g ravity is the resultant of g rav i ty and 
the forces of inertia which act on t h e mas ses. Assuming a 
pendulum mounted on an airplane, let 8' (fig, 21) be the 
angle mad e by t h e pendulum axis with the extension of the 
OZ axis, Th e B.ngle 8' is positive when the p endulum is 
fo rward of t h e axis. F o r a uniform airplane motion 
8 ' = e. 
By imparting a :1 acceleration du/dt to the airplane, 
the pendulum is deflected backward through a n angle equal 
to arc tan ~ ~~. It is easily seen that, at any moment, 
tlle direction corresp ondi ng to the p osition of equilib rium 
of the p endulum is determined by 
1 du 8 ' = 8 - ar c tan g d t . 
Thi s is the direction of t :il e appar ent g ravity. Wh e n 
t h e angles a re expr essed in de grees and the accelerations 
in m/ s 2 , it becomes 
du 8' = 8 - 5.84 ~r' 
A pendulum, installed on an airp lan e, do e s n ot a lway s oc-
cupy its p osition of eqUilibrium , but may oscillate abo u t 
it. If t h ese oscillations are ver y pr onoun c ed, t he pen-
dul um cannot be used as the directing unit of an automat-
ic stabilizer. If, on the contrary, the p e ndul um motion 
is r en d ered pe riodic by suitab le damping , i t can be u se d 
as a d isturbance detector. The d&:lp ing shou ld not, :lOW -
eve r, exc eed t h e strictly necessary li mit, so a s to av oid 
t oo much delay* in the pendulum r eaching its p osition of 
equilibrium. 
*The s am e p roblem arises in the construction of accelero @-
ete rs. See Bouny, "Bulletin du Se rvice Techn i que b eI g e 
de l'Aeronautique , II Ho . 7 . 
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This consideration app lies to all disturbance detec-
tors. They can be satisfactorily used only when they do 
not oscillate about their position of equilibrium . ~o ' 
such difficulties are encountered with vanes and anemome-
ters, owing to their high degree of natural damping. This 
restriction applies to tlH} p en dulum only. Wi.len the ' pen-
dulum (or any other indicator of the direction of t~le ap-
parent gravity) forms the sensitive i:.nit of a stabilizer, 
tne control deflection is a functioll of 
du 8' = 8 - 5.84 dt' 
The previously published diagrams perDit an easy de-
termina.tion of the magnitude of this auxiliary v a.riable 
for an indeformable airplane with given aerodynamic char-
acteristics. 
Considering the three typical disturbances specifie d 
above, we sball now seek to determine, for an airplane 
with a static stability of ~ = 0.002 flying with locked 
controls, the magnitude of the speed along OX and of its 
dari vati ve; of tl1e inclination 8 of the alrplRne to the 
horiz on tal; of the readings 8 ' of a;.l aperiodic pendu-
lum carried in fli ght. (Fig. 22.) The d i agram is con-
fined to a study of the moti on during the first 10 seconds. 
Fi r §..i ... 93.se. - The ai rpl ane is defl ec t ed through 08 
in still air. The effect of the accel eration on the pen-
dulum op ? os es t n e action of the airp l an e's inclination, 
but th e latter nevertheless, prevails. The angle 8' has 
the same direction as the inclination 8 but a smaller 
val ue. 
Second case.- The airulane is subjected to a vertical Gust.-'Th~-effect of accel~ration opposes the action of e. 
During tDe first second or two of the motion the effect 
of tile acceleration prevails and tlle angle 8' is opposite 
to e. The effect of 8 prevail s after the rather rapid 
decreCl.se in the acceleration. The A.llgle 8 f t~len has tn e 
same sig;:). as 8 , but is s lilaller. 
T.hi.!:.SL.ca§.Q..- T:le airplane is subjected to a horizon-
tal gust. The effect of t ~ e accelerati on prevails and 
neutralizes t 'le e:{ fect of tile inclinati on. The pendulum 
is assumed to ta.ke up its position of equilibrium 2' im-
uediat ely and to control a servo- motor which stalls the 
airp lRne when 8' increases, and convers ely. The direc-
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tion in which a stabilizer mou~ted on the airplane acts, 
may be determined and the modification which it introduces 
in the forces about the airp lane may be anticipated by 
mean s of the above diagrams. 
Fi~~i_Q~.- The stabilizer noses the airplane down 
fo r an initial disturbance of 88 < O. Its action is cor-
rect, but not so efficie n t as that of the stabilizer whose 
action is a function of the true inclination 8 to the hor-
izontal. 
Second case.- At the beginning of the motion, the sta-
bilizer tends to nose the airp lane over. It then p roduces 
a slight stall which corresp onds to the natural motiohs 
of a statically stable airplane. 
Thir d~~.- The stabilizer stalls the airplane and 
contributes toward th e development of the natural reaction. 
The stabilize r , function of the directi on of the apparent 
g ravity , works correctly in the case of external disturb-
ances. It contributes t oward producing the undulations 
of the trajectory which lead to stability of speed. On 
tue other hand, its action is detrimental in case of en-
g ine trouble, since it tends to stall the airplane. 
Curves 8' of the figure correspond to a g iven airplane 
with a given coefficient ~ = 0.002. Accord ing to these 
curves, the conclusions are not materially affected by 
great ly differing values of ~. 
A par a sol monop l a ne with a direct-drive pendulum sta-
bilizer, known as the "aerostable," was built by Mo reau 
in 1912. Th e p ilot's seat, suspended b elow the wing, os-
cillated back and fo rth . The p endulum was thus formed oy 
the pi lot wh ose di s p lacements controlled the elevator. 
This a irplane is not believed to have g iven g ood results. 
It obvious ly lacked one of the fundamental c harac t eristics 
of any d isturbance indicator, namely, aperiodio recurrence. 
The mass of the p endulum was much too large for the damp-
ing f orces involved. The defective functioning of the 
Moreau device an d the excessive oscillations of its pen-
dul um a re chieflY attributab le to d eficient damping. 
It is be lieved that, more rece n tl y , a stabi lizer with 
servo mechan ism, using an aerodynam icallY balanced p en du-
lum device, was built and successfully tested by the 
S.E.C.A. T . ( Socie'te d
'
!]]t11d.e et de Construction d'Appareils 
de Te1. e mecanique ). Unfortunately, no information is avail-
able on this device. 
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The h esitation to use the p endulum as a disturbance 
indicator, owing to its sensitivity to accelerations, is 
c e rtainly exaggerat ed and it is believed that a carefully 
design ed pendulum would give interesting results . 
XIX. STAB I LIZ AT IO N AS A FUNCTION OF THE LIFT 
T~o method s ma y be adopt ed for t h e construction of a 
stab ilizer as a function of the l i f t: 
a) By me asuri ng the magnitud e of the lift by means of 
B :cl auxiliary su r face. This ma gn itude is a f unction of i 
an d V 2 . Solon gas the c r i tic ali 11 c ide n c e i s not ex c e e d-
ed, the lift is a function of t he p roduct i V2 or - uw . 
b) By measurin g the magnitud e of the apparent gravity 
along the OZ aXis. Aec o rding to the equation of equi-
librium of t ile forces along the OZ axis, the component 
F z balances the a pp arent gravi ty . The lat t er is obtained 
b y measuring ~ + g cos8 by means of an accelerometer. 
dt 
No stabilizing unit based on th e exclusive use of the 
sustentometer or ac c elerome te r, was ever proposed.* On 
the ot h er hand , sev e ral desig ners though t of using t hes e 
devic es in combination with other contrivances. A stabil-
izer of this type is d es c ribed later. It may b e finally 
stated that no desi g ner eve r used a statoscope alone. 
XX ~ CO MP OUND STABILIZERS - VANE ANEMOMETERS 
Many design ers, c ons i deri ng that n one of the si mp le 
stab ilizer s c an be p erfect, built comp ound devices, co m-
bi ~ ing the featur es of two or mor e disturbance recorders. 
The six indicat ors used , nam ely, t h e an e lu ometer, wind 
v~~e , f ree gyroscope, p ower-dri v en gy roscope, p endulum, 
*The Br itish Aeronautic al Research Co mmittee have just pub-
lish ed the d escription of a co nt rol-s t ick acceleration 
alarm tested at t~e Royal Aircraft Establishme n t. When 
t~e acceler a tio n e x ceeds a g ive~ value (2 . 5 or 3 g) a 
hing e is rele a se d near the ~andle and p revents t he control 
stick f ro m being pulled farth er back . T~is device is n ot 
an a ctual stabilizer. 
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and vertical accelerometer or sustentometer, permit a great 
number of combinations to be made. Fortunately, designers 
of stabilizing units have made a selection of the possib le 
combinations , thus reducing the scope of our study. 
The speed indicator is used in all cases, since one 
of the main tasks of designers is the pr evention of the 
st a ll and of ensuing accidents. This simplifies our work, 
since it permits confining our investigation to t h e com-
binations of the anemometer with one or more of t h e other 
indicators. The fi rst solution, gi ven by Colonel Et~v~, 
is the vane a nemo meter, a combination of an anemo meter 
with a wind vane. 
This stabilizing u n it incorporates the characteris-
t ics of the f irst two types studied. It acts on f ast os-
cillations by the stabilization of the incidence, which 
it causes, and on slow oscillations through the i nterme-
d iary of a component sensitive to s p eed. Its action ma y 
be anticipated from Fi gures 6 , 10, and 11. 
The pr inciple a n d the calculus of vane anemo meters 
f ormed the sub ject of investi gations published b y Colonel 
Eteve in L'Aeronau tique. The action of the anemo metric 
vane is intensified by a n eat co mbination . This device 
uses t h e surface a (fi g . 23), balanced about the c axis, 
as a servo-motor intensifyi ng the acti on of t h e wind on 
the surface d. Th eory, c h ec k ed by wind-tun~ el tests, 
s~o w s that the u se fu l moment about b , du e to a variation 
du of the s p eed, is proportional to Kl u 3 du , or to th e 
cube of the sp eed. On th e 0 t h er ha.nd, the us e ful moment 
pr o duced by a variation of the incidence, is proportional 
to the s quare of the s p eed and is exp rer.sed by K 2 u 2 di e 
XXI . AIRPLANE FLYING WITH RELEASED CONTROLS 
Airp lane flight wit h rele a se d controls may be reason-
abl y i nt ro duced in the study of the au to matic stab ilit y . 
The elevator se tt in g varies during such flig4ts . We shall 
seek to determine the law of t h ese variations . J is t h e 
hinge mo me n t, assumed to be p ositive wh e n it tends to raise 
t~e elevator. Thi s moment nay be exp ressed by 
J = OJ Sm' 
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where OJ is a characteristic co e ff icient, Sm t the area 
of the e levator , 1m ' the elevator chord, k a factor 
expressing the di ffe re nce bet we en the air speed about th e 
tail unit and the t ranslational speed of t h e ai r p lane. 
Experi men ts show that OJ is expressed by 
OJ =k ' i' +k" ~ 
o is the mQment exerted by the weight o f t ne eleva-
to r, wh ich it tends to depress . For a tail Bur fac e but 
little incline d to the horiz ont al a nd for small d e f lec-
ti ons, we have 0 = Pm d. (F i g. 24.) 
If no act ion is exert ed by the controls on the con-
trol surfaces, the elevator settles in a p osition of equi-
librium about its hinge, for which J = C. 
!.i:;:'§'~._Q.5:I:~_. - Wh en the con tr 0 1 surL~.c e is bal anced 
abo uti t s hi n g e , dis nil, w e a 1 w ay s h avo J = 0 an d 
whenc e 
OJ = k' i' + k" ~" = 0 
k ' R = -i' _. 
t-' k ll 
The total coefficien t of static stabili ty ~t, ma k -
ing al lo wanc e f or variations in the se tt in g , is 
But 
whence 
Q& = ~ii_ ~~ 
di di' d i 
k' di' 
k" di 
lit = II - V ~i~ ~;: ' 
I"'" I"'" di k II • 
For e x amp 1 e, fo r 
V = 0 . 008 , d i' = d i 0.5, k' = O. 007 an d k II = O. 0 1 , 
th e c oef fi cient o f static stability (e xpres se d in degrees) 
is r educed by 0.0028. 
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Second case.- The elevator is not balanced about its 
hinga -,--C-? O. We a lways have 
(k' i' + k If ~) Sm' eX 1m ' 2g k = C, 
k' i' + C kif 
~ is no longer a function of i only, but als o of V. 
St a tic stability is reduced by the same runount as before, 
bu t a stabilization which is a functi on of the speed t a1:: es 
p l a ce, since ~ increases with decreasing V. 
Th e elevator is deflected by its own weight with chang -
in g airplane s p eed. This e ffect is si mi lar to t h e action 
of a stabilizer sensitive to speed. Hea ce, t h e act of re-
leasi ng an elevClito r weighted aft of its ~lLlge axis may b e 
i den tified l7 ith 't ha t of increasi ng in l1erent airplan e sta-
bility by: 
1. A stabilizing unit, function of the incidence, hav-
i n g a d etri men t a l action; 
2. A stabilizing unit, function of the sp eed, having 
a favorable action. 
The first unit exerts its a ction on the f a st, and the 
second on the slow oscillation. Wh en, wit h locked con-
trols, t h e airp lane has e n oug h st at ic stability to supp ort 
a re du ction of the stability of incidenc e without g re a t in-
co nv enience, the effect of t h e s pe ed stabilizer on the 
slow oscillation ma y convey t h e impression of an increase 
of the total airp l an e stabilit y. 
This was shown t h eoretically by Schenk a n d c h ecked 
ex-pe ri mentally by Hilbner , wh o me a sured t he slow oscilla-
tion of a Junke rs airp lan e with locked and rele a sed con-
trols. (Fig. 25.) 
The characteristics of the oscillations ar e 
9on.B:,Ql 10 c k§l_9:. Re le ,S!,..§.ed 
T 42 sec. 32 sec. 
1 12' 28.5 2 6 . 6 
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The reduction of the period, with released control 
shows that, in this case, the airplane is more vigorously 
restored to its normal p osition. 
XXI I • PENDULUi~ ANEMOMETERS 
The combination of anemometer and pendulum was made 
by at least thr ee designers. All three used devices with 
indire ct drive and servo-motor, but their methods of con-
structi on differed materially . When a pendulum is used as 
a disturbance detector, it u sually controls t h e servo-
,notor in such a manner that an increase of 8 ' results in 
a stall. Our study of the simple pendulum stab ilizer is 
ba sed on this assumption. The action of this device is 
favorabl e when t~e effect of external disturbances is con-
cerned , but it starts a contradictory man euver when the 
a irp l a ne sp eed is reduced by engine trouble. A spe e d sta-
bi lizer is u sed to obviate t h is defect. The correction 
is mad e by establish ing a suitable relation between the 
p osition of the pendulum and the spe ed, thus forming a 
pendul um anemometer. 
A particularl y good solu tion wa s p roposed and success-
fully tested by [, azade a nd Ave l ine in 1922. Its princip le 
is recalled in the legend of Fi gure 26. A device based on 
similar principles has been patented by the Askania co mpa-
ny (f ig. 27) . 
The Doutre stabilizer, built and tested in 1911, li k e-
wiso combined t he anemometer and the pendulum, but for a 
different purp ose. It was de si gnod to use the horizontal 
inertia forces to b ri ng the a irp lane down i=il case of en-
S ill e t r 0 u b 1 e, t 11 ere 1 at ion b et wee n e ' an d t 11 e set tin g b e-
i ng thus reversed. ~ i n crease of 8 ' resulted in a div e, 
co ntrary t o the result obtained with the stabilizing units 
describ ed ab ove. The device (fig. 28) consisted of an an-
e womet ric plat e combined with two equal masses m and ro ' 
sliding along shafts parallel wi th the longitud inal air-
plnne axis. These @asses, subject to the a ction of the 
in e r t i a for c e s (ill if \, an d. 0 f th e c 0 mp 0 n en t m g sin 8 0 f 
gravity, were ma~nt ai£ed by springs. An incre ase of 9' 
shifting tle masses forward, and re duction s in the relative 
speed , pushi u g t h e p late forward, defle cted the elevator 
through the intermed~ary of a compr essed air servo-motor, 
thus nosing t h e Clirp lane over. 
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'A redu'ction of 8 f , " du.e; ' f :b'r : ex'ample, :" to a po 'd.t'ive 
acc:eleration of the ' air'p'lane" stailed ,:the la tter . ':' 'An." i 'n-
di~idual increase of , the ' r~lative ' Bp~eil.ho~~ver, produc~d 
no effect ,since the · tear~vard:: 'motions o,f' tne plate were 
checked by a stop. Under t l'les e conditions, a frontal ' gust 
increas ing the r el at i ve spe ed and r educing the ab sol ute 
sPG'ed, no s e's the ai rplane down, .thus :dri vi ng it thi- ough 
the disturbance ~t A smalL incid~~~e~ :' .' 
' In "this respect , 'the ' device m'et t ~10 r 'squi re t.1ents of the 
Second , Pro'g ram. : , ' In : the case ' 'of ' engi :n e ' brea?!::(l,own, tl'l6 ac-
tioiy ' o·f - t h e two ind-ic 'at6r:s ' cUY'1Ulftte 's in ': nosi-ng the a:i.rpl ~ne 
over ~ .' ',' 
" ,The,::-d e scrip ti on s 'oub li shed, ' at " tl1at time show " that t h 'e 
desig:aer8~.' sougi.l t " to us'~ the e ff ect 'of the il1erti [-)" forc 'et ' 
OH tne ma sses, but endeavored to eliminate the action of 
t~e ' lon g itudiria~6omponent of, ' g r ati ty. - This a61ion wo u ld 
have been ' detriment ,",,'l under g iva li. circii.mBt(~mc 'e:s, 'ina5m~.ich 
as it introduced a stabilizai{on' of ' ne ~ ~ ti~e inclin~tioni 
It is easily seen that t n e effects of i~erti~ " and gra~ity 
c a;:l11ot 'b e separated. Hen ce, t h e Doutre , stabili 'zer s 'ome..:. 
times caused ill-timed man euv ers. In su ite of this d e fect , 
tl~ese d 'ovi .'ces ' :n~ve a historical interes't , sinc 'e they pr ove 
that ' t ~ ~ true function of stabilizing units h a~ already 
been clearly visu~lized at that tfD~ ' . 
XXIII. 10NG ITUDI NAL STABILIZATIO~ : ASA FUNUTION OF THE 
SPEED AND 'LIF ,T ' 
In order to p rotect stabilizing units a~~i~st th~ ' in ~ 
f l uence of the inclination 8 , Mr . Doutre bu ilt in ' 1 913, ' 
a I:lodified device comp rising an anernometric va:r:. e and a!l. 
accelerometer, sensitive to accel 'aratiol1s al o ng' OZ . S1".c11 
a dev ice is p rac ticall y insensiti v ~ to the inclinat{oh 8, 
t ~e acti on of which is exerted bnly b ~ itsc6sinB uhfoh 
a pp roximates unity and varies but little. This device .' 
raised little co mment, and n o desc-ript'ion' of it is a;,a11-
abl!? 
Allother clevice, the Bo y ::ow a ilemo-accel e ro meter (fi C; . 
29) combines t~le d i stur'bances :: ou ' and' d(oTI'/dt) ~ , Ase g -
me n t S rev olve s about an axis unde r the action ~f t~e 
dyn a mic pr essu re on a p late P and of the inerti a ; fo~ces 
exerted on a ma ss M. SprL'lgs rand rf tend conti nu-
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:Lli~" to re 'st'ore' ~ P .· :fo" r't~ , init·ial position . ' 
.has .a ' ser'i"Bs of' co·n·tact·· bro~kS " . :Art::i'nd.:ex i, 
'hi·n,ged.~ ab'ottt · t]:-.8 · azis, mak es' co'utact' w:i"th t ;le 
.is under t'1)e act'io'n ci.f a mass:" tij ·I . , ' s .spring 
· (i'~~~,.~ :I< .· :·.A: ~ ; .. :.'.~ .. i , .:' ; , 
Tll~ ' ' s egmen t 
li.kewi .se .' 
blod.c;s " It 
R ,. 'and a 
Th:e 's~'gment "i '5 shif ,ted: 'in the direction of,.t'h ,e .arrow 
by an accelera,tion increasirigt J1 e, 'apparen t .wei g ht of t:!le 
D,J,asl:l M •. If this acceleration is temporar y, th e interval 
is .:too · short "on ' account of the dalllp erj·· f ·o.r .. t ·l1El f 'O'rce of 
il1ert.ia to exert· 'its action on the '.'ma.ss",L j.:!,. , ·,·and ' the ino;' 
. de'x ' , iremains stationary. This results in ·: a · d~~place­
ment of the segment relative to the index. If the aqoel-
e~Rtion i .s .of long duration (e . g ., duri ng a t u rn), M' 
a~~ . ~ , hav~ . the ' samci travel artd t~ere id nd· longe~ . ~ rel-
att~~ . di~placoment betweeri t~e index and the segm~nt. 
• • • f ~ 
#. • .' ," •• ~~ : .. ,. '. ':. 
An increase of , the absolute s ';.> oed ca,1,sos; . (:>n . the con-
t~?-ry , · the sog ml?nt · ·'to revolve in a~ oppos it~ · d ·irectio;a to 
the ' arr ow '. ' T~ll' s' s y s ·t em p er id t s co ub i n i llg ti:lO a·ct i pn of 
the comparat 'ively' slo\1 distu.rbances eu with ·.t!.lB rapid 
disturbances d(ew) / dt. :'., .. 
An increase' of ·i ·ncide n ce corres o onCts aJ.:\7·a y s . to an in-
croase in lift an d to a ' ·p osi.tive acc~l e ratio.n .. d{ow)/dt. , 
The disn l a cement of the segment in t~G di rection , ~f the 
arrow d~p resses the elevator. The acti on of bh~ ~l~d~ is 
then e~erte4 .in th~ desired direction , since any increase 
of dynamic prossure ' te'nds'· 'to - rai s 'e . Jib. 'e. el.e.'v·at or. 
A frontal gust corresponding~. o a sudden increase of 
the relative speed, produces two antagonis tic p h enomena, 
n cuoely, ... a , witlld r awal of t ile b lade and , on the ot:i1er hand , 
a. a.ropp,i n g of the mas s under the act i on of the ai r p l ane 
accelerati·on. 
' By stressing t h e second effect, the Second Program, 
according to which an air~lane is nosed down by a line 
squall, is a e; ain a })proximated . 1{ovrBver , a:ttention is. 
c a lled to t ile differe ilce between t h e durati 0 :1 8 o r tl!,e two 
disturbances. The ' va~iation of the acceleration fo r ms , . to 
a great extent, part of t h e fast oscil l ation ; it has a 
much shorter o.uration t h an t :1.e dis~-,crbance Qu. T:le bal-
ancing or the predomil'l'ance of t lle ·a,ccelerati ·en. c an be 
achieved o:n;Ly at tile ' be g inning of, the p he.nome.;. on •. After 
one .or two s'econ'ds ·'t he a n'emometer exert's ·its acti on ·al l 
b y' itself. 
, . 
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XXIV. GYROSCOPE AnD ANEMOMETER 
It is recalled that the first Sperry stabilizing 
unit had an anemometric blade which nosed the airpl ane 
over as soon as the relative speed dropped below a certain 
limit. 
It is possible to obtain a continuous cumulation of 
the gyroscope and anemometer readings. This solution is 
proposed by Mr. Marmonier. (Fig. 30.) The gy roscopic 
unit of Mr. Marmonier is very complex. (Fi g. 31.) It is 
weighted at the bottom and has four gyroscopes. Longitu-
dinal stability is controlled only by the two gyroscopes 
shown in Figure 30. They can both move through a certain 
angle about vertic~l axes. However, these displacements 
are limited by springs not shown in t h e drawing. It is 
rather difficult to work out the t h eory of this unit, 
since the gyroscopes are affected by displacements of the 
airplane in azimuth. It is believed, however, that as 
long as these displacements are small , the plan e of the 
e x ternal ring of the gyroscopic system, integral with the 
index, remains horizontal. A description of the lateral 
stability comp onent of the !.1armonier device is beyond the 
scope of thi s p aper. 
XXV. LONGITUDI NAL STABI LITY AS A FUNCT ION OF THE RELATIVE 
AND ANGULAR VELOCITIES 
The advantage of increasing the damping of airplane 
oscillations wa s realized by Boykow who designed a sta-
bilizer for this purpose, wh ich is i llustrated in Figure 
32. 
By means of a component sensitive to spoed, the Boy-
kow stabilizer pr oduces a pitching moment o f suitable di-
rection, but brak es this motion as soon as it is incepted, 
in order to p revent t h e position of equi libri um from be-
ing p assed. Yet a di f ficult y is b rough t i nto e videnc e by 
the figures illustrating the course of the disturbances 
of the airplane motion. The angular veloci t ies corre-
spond ing to the slow osc il lations are small as compared 
with the angular velocities of the fast osc il lation at 
the beginning of a disturbance. The former ar e of the 
or d er of 1 degree per seco nd, whereas the rapid oscilla-
t ions inv olve ten t imes fa ster pitching motions . The con-
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trol of slow oscillations requires very sensitive devices. 
This sensitivity may be excessive for fast oscillations, 
which have a sufficient de gree of inheren t damping and do 
not require much additional damping. 
Th e abo v e des c rip t ion ap pI i est 0 the d. e vic e as i twa s 
seen in 1928 at the Berlin Salon. It may be further im-
p roved by connecting with the d y namometer circuits any de-
sired typ~ of disturbance detector cumulatin g its action 
with that of the anemometer and gyroscopes . A w e ighte~ 
gyroscope, not shown in the figu rer was proposed for this 
p urp ose. The anemo-accelerometer described abov e might 
likewise be substituted to the simp le an emomete r. The 
p rinciple is subject to many variations, since the funda-
me nt a l idea of thi s device is to increase the damping by 
using t h e gyroscopes as tachometers reco r ding very small 
angular velocities. 
XXVI. POSSIBILITY OF hlATHE~ATICAL STUDY 
The ~ reat variety of systems proposed for the longi-
tudinal stabilization of air~ lanes a p pear s f r om the pre-
c eding study, which illustr a tes the effect of these de-
vices on t h e airp lane trajector y , Useful indications are 
a f f orded by calcul at ion, w!li cll p ermi t s maki ng a the ore t-
ical study of the e f fect exerted on the trajectory by sta-
bilizin g units which are functions of the variables u , 
w, q, and 8 defining the mo~ion. 
As previously stated, the method of small motions 
re quires the d erivatives of forces and moments to be ex-
p ressed as functions of these four variab l es . The deriv-
a tives of tho moment for a standard airplane are 
d M S 1 aV 2 dCm du == -erg du 
+ S L Cm 
a dV': 
2 g du 
V can be identified wit h u, a nd we can write 
dC m a Cm di a Cr:l d'Y 
= + cf~-d u d oj du du .. 
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d'Y 1 di W Now and = = du u 2 du nD 
on the assumption that the number of revolutions n of 
the engin e is ind ep endent of u, or roughly, 1:2 nD, 
~aki ng allowance fo r the variation of n co r r e sponding 
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to current values of t h e propeller c h aracteristics. Hence 
we hav e , fo r the second assumpt ion, 
and, fina lly, 
Li k ewis e, 
difl du 
dOm = 
du 
aV 
= S1-2g (-
d M = S tar a Om = 
dw 2g OW 
aV a Cm 
- S 1 2g 01 
~e know alr eady t hat 
dM V ac =S11'~k m 
dq 2g a-~ ' 
Lastly dM/dB is nil, si nce the forces and a erody -
namic mome nt s about a n airp lan e a re functions o f its mo-
tion relati ve t o the a ir, but independent of its absol ut e 
p o s ition in space. 
Th e f ou r d erivatives of the moment M may thus be 
t e r mi n ed as fun ctions of th e characteristics a Cm/ ai, 
de-
(jJ ill / a'Y, (fJ m / 2Ir) , whic h wer e defined at t h e beginning of 
this r ep ort. It i s reca l led that the term with dCm/ OV 
h ad been neglected in the calculated examp le. When an 
airplan e is equ ipped with a stabi lizing unit whose act i on 
is instantaneous a nd wnich deflects the elevator in ac-
cordanc e wi t ~ the f unction of one of the variables u, w, 
q , 8 , t 11 e e xp res s ion 0 f the de r i vat i v e s n ee don 1 y to -b e 
comp leted by the terms, 
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dM d~ 
d~ du = 
dM d~ = 
d~ dw 
dM d~ = 
d~ dq 
dM d~ 
d~ de 
aV 2 oCm d~ S t--
2g 0 ~ du 
S t aV ~ dCm d~ = 
2 g a ~ dw 
S t aV 2 OCm d~ 
2g al3 dq 
aV 2 oCm d~ S t 
2 g 0 ~ d8 
aV aCm d~ 
- St 2g 0 ~ di 
The derivatives ~, *' ~, * incorporated in t:1.e lat-
te r conform to the law of operation of the stabilizing 
u ni t. This method of investigation was used by Garner an d 
G~tes in working out the p roblem of automatic stabiliza-
tion. 
The calculat i on waft not exten d ed beyond the determi-
nntion of tbe periods and of the damping. I t stressed the 
~dvantages afforded by stabilizing units working as func-
tions of the angular velocity. It is to be regretted t hat 
this calculation was not ex t ended to the determination of 
the amplitudes, wllich requ ires much more time. Interest-
ing results may be obtained by a further development of 
this calculus, on the understanding, however, that it is 
valid only for an instantane ous action of the stabilizing 
unit . The method of small motions is b~sed on the assump-
ti on that the air forces are functions ~f the variables 
u , w, q, 8 an din d e pen den t 0 f t ~1 e i r de r i vat i v e s • I tis 
unsuitable for antici p ating the effect of stabilizing 
unit s working as functions of an acceleration. 
None of the stabilizing units known at present fully 
solve~ the problem p roposed at the beginning of this study. 
The p roblem is too complex, inasmuch as the action Qf the 
stabilizing unit often depends on the characteristics of 
the airplane on which it is mounted. We have outlined th e 
princip les of operation of longitudinal stabilizing units 
showing that, regardless of the adopted law of elevator 
de f lection, only a p art of the p roblem can be solved, when 
the ai r p lane is controlled by t he elevator alone. It is 
impossible to stab ilize simultaneously all t Olle variables 
characterizing t he airplane motion. Each stabilizing unit 
controls ono or two of these variables leaving the others 
free. 
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The regularity of the airplane trajectory may be in-
creased if, in addition to the elevator, other portions 
of the plane, e.g., the wings, are deflected. This leads 
to the problem of the flexihle or hinged wing, to which 
much attention was devoted by Breguet, de Monge, and Leyat, 
who built airplanes to suit this program. A study of 
these airplanes is beyond the scope of this paper, but at-
tention is invited to the new solutions made possible by 
these instruments, the theoretical study of which grows 
constantly more complex on account of the new variables 
involved. (Figs. A and B.) 
THE D.V.L. ZEISS PHOTOCHRONOGRAPH 
This device, whicn is chi efly used for the study of 
landing and take-off trajectories, was clesigned by the 
" ~ . D.V.L. (Deutsche Versuchsanstalt fur Luftranrt) and built 
by Zeiss. 
Photochronographic device.- The cylindrical light-
metal case has a "Tele-Tessar" lens of 40 em (15.75 in.) 
focal length with an aperture of 1:6.3. This lens is ver-
tically offset, a space of only 1 cm (0.4 in.) height be-
ing left for the foreground below the norizon, while the 
field in which the recorded maneuvers take place has a 
height of 8 cm (3.15 in.). The shutter is of the four-
plate type for 1/100 second exposures. The chronograph, 
for readings to 1/50 second, is shown in the upper open-
ing of the case. A second lens reproduces its image, as 
well as that of a pad placed beside it, at the bottom of 
each record. 
Film magazine.- A film strip of 12.5 X 0.08 m (41 ft. 
X 3.15 in.) for 80 negatives of 7 X 12 cm (2.75 X 4.72 in.) 
suffices for four take-offs and landings. 
Method of application.- For a take-off the photochron-
ograph is placed 50 m (164 ft.) behind the airplane ready 
tot ake off agai ns t the wind. 111 1 andi ng, the a1 rpl ane 
flies over the instrument. Hence the plane of symmetry of 
the airplane must be perpendicular to the plane of the 
film. For a known span, the trajectories can be easily 
interpreted by successive measurements of the prints with 
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a comparator. The accuracy, of the orde r of ±4.5 em (1.77 
in . ) fo r pictures tak en at horizontal di s tances of over 
1 00 m ( 3 28 ft. ) and 0 f 3 0 C ill (11. 8 in . ) at 450 m ( 1 47 6 
ft . ), is quite remarkable. 
Left: Com~ l ete devi c e. - The bl ack bag at the rear con-
tains the supposed film, an~r length of which can be cut 
off for development. 
Ri gh~: El emon t s 0 f the pp.o t .2.£.£l..!..QJ1Q.g raP.h..:..:::.... .:5' r om 1 e f t ._iQ 
righ t.- Rear view of case, f ilm magazine, and rear cover , 
winding device, and film bag. Th e locking arrangement of 
tho bag is i mpe rviou s to l ight. Total weight with tri p od: 
1 4 ~cg ( 3 1 1 b • ) • 
LEGENDS 
FIGURE 1 4 . - Di agram of the Etdvd anemomotric stabil-
izing un it (19 1 4) . This device consists o f an anemometric 
surface n, mounted en an upright pi votin g about t~le axis 
0, and of a c omb i na ti on of tw o equal L as se s q and r, 
mounted on another upright p ivoted ab ou t the axis p . 
These two mass es, equidistant from the ax is p , fo r~ an 
inertia balanc e op~ o si ~g rotational motions . A sp rin g s, 
connects the an e mometer with the i ne rtia b a lanc e, and an 
adjustable spr in g t , bal ances the action of the wind on 
n. Shaft p , of the balanc e, can b e thrown into g ear 
with the shaft o f the airp l an e co n t rol stick. 
FIGURE 1 6. - Et~Y~_R~~an~.- Th e Eteve stabilizer , 
placed beh ind the wing, consists of a vane a, hing ed 
a b out an ax is b. The di splacemen t s of the Van e control 
the s e tting of the elevator e, hinged about f, through 
the intermediary of the rod cd. The elevator is auto mat -
i call y de pre sse d \v i t h i l1IiC rea sin g an g 1 e 0 fin c ide n c e ( cas 0 
of the figure) . A conv onient ly chosen lever arm deflects 
the elevator 4 0 when the vane is def lected 1°. The vane 
can b e oper ate d by means of a suitable con tr ol, which per -
mits the position of equilibrium to be chan ge d. The ele-
vator c a n thus be con tr oll ed by the vane . A Wright bi-
plane was stabilized by this device in 1 910 . 
FIGURE 17 - QQ.!!.§..tan t i n_.RQ.~Q.Ly".e.nQ. .- The Constantin 
vane h a s a comparatively small area and consis t s of a com-
bin a tio n of tw o supe r posed hollow van es. It is hinged to 
a defo r mable quad~ il ateral ABCD, and balanced by counter-
wei ghts . A maximum vane mo ment is reached by: a ) usi ng 
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vanes with sections having the largest possible dCz/di 
value; b) producing very favorable angular displacements, 
or much work for small displacements. The first condition 
is fulfilled by Mr. Constantin by us,ing two thin vanes in 
biplane arrangement. These vanes are bent to arcs of a 
circle, the insides of the cambers facing each otner. It 
is proved that the dCz/di of such a combination is very 
large. The second condition is fulfilled by the inventor 
by using a quadrilateral ABCD with slightly different 
sides AD and BC, AB, and CD being equal. When BC, 
which is a little larger than AD, is located at the rear, 
the vanes are pivoted by any upward displacement and their 
incidence is thus slightly reduced. Hence the vane is sta-
ble as if its pivot axis were located in front. The rela-
tion is such that, for a variation of 1 0 in the angle of 
incidence of the vane, the lever arms AB and CD are de-
flected through approximately 20°. This amplification 
corresponds to a fictitious lengthening of tne lever arm 
from 1 to 20 and permits a considerable stress to be ex-
erted by the vane. This arrangement permits the direct 
control of the elevator by means of a vane wi th a very 
small area . 
FIGURE 18 - §:Q.er!:.y" . . device for automatic _longitudinal 
~iabili~~ii~~ .~means of a~~£~.- The latest Sperry 
device operates the three controls and consists of two 
electrically driven gyroscopes revolving at 15,000 r.p.m. 
The gyroscope with vertical axis controls the longitudinal 
stability. It is hung on gimbals and oscillates about 
axes parallel with OX and OY. Its displacements about 
OY are accompanied by an index i moving along the dis-
tributor segment S and making electrical contacts in one 
or the other direction, according to the inclination e 
of the airplane with respect to the gyroscope, which is 
motionless in space. Through these contacts the elevator 
is opeTated by the following mathod, common to all three 
controls. An impeller M, of constant speed, drives a 
main shaft A ai1d three sets of bevel gears, such as t h e 
couple Pl-P2 mo u nted idle on this shaft. Contact be-
tween the u pp er bevel wheel Pl or the lower wheel Pa 
and the main sh a f t A is established, when necessary, by 
sliding stops operated by the f ork F. This is achieved 
by pivoting the fork lever under t h e action of an electpo-
cag~et E, controlled by the contacts of the index with 
t ~ e se gm e n t, According to t h e inclination of the gyroscope, 
t h e u p per or lower bevel wheel follows the motion of t h e 
shaft. The third bevel gea' P3' always masnad with the 
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ot~er two wheel s, revolves in one or the ot h er directi on 
an d operates t:1 e control surface. Si multaneous ly , through 
the intermediary of the worm gear V, the segment is re-
stored to its neutral position, thus insuring f ull control 
over the device. Auto ma tic piloting is achieved by an 
auxiliary device not shown in t he figure, which changes 
t h e p osition of t h e se gment wit h respect to the suspens ion 
rings of the gyroscope. 
F IGURE 23 - Eteve vane anem~~i~~.- at guiding sur-
face, supported by an arm bc~ hinge d about the b axis, 
a being r otatable about c. When a is lock ed to its 
axis, it acts like a simpl e wi n d vane, conforming to the 
direction of the wind, pr ovided, how ever, that the c.g. 
of the e nt ire unit is on the b axis. In order to facil-
i tat e t h is balancing ac ti on, Colonel Etsve placed the ane-
momet er in front. It consists of a drag p late d, mount-
e d on a rod de , hinged about th e f axis, t h is axis be-
ing itself supp ort ed by t he rod bc. The bar gh, is in-
tegral with a. The rod e g , connects the a n emometer 
with the wind vane. k l is the elevator contro l and i 
t ~ e adjustment sp ring operated by the p ilot t h rough a cable 
j. The gu ide pulley can be placed at a f ixed poin t such 
as m, the f igure bchm then fo rming a defor mable trap e-
zium which permits increasing t h e effici ency of the wind 
v an e, 
FIGURE 26 - Mazade and Ave lin~--.9:..evic~.- Th e p endulum 
consists of a ma ss of mercury contained in a U-shaped tube 
loca t ed in the p l an e of sym~etry. The top of the rear 
branch of the U tube is ope n . Th e fo rward o ranch is con-
necte d with a Ventur i tub e. The me r~ury i n this branch is 
subj ec t ed to the action of a n e gati ve p ~essure increasi ng 
as the square of the speed and its level is si mu ltane ously 
a function of t :le apparent vertical and of t~"l e relative 
s:?e ed. An electrode en te rs each t ub e. Its leng th is ad-
justed so a s t o be slightly above the surface of the mer-
cury i n normal fli ght. When the mercury shifts p lace, 
one or the oth er elec tr od e c omes in contact wit h it and 
closes a circuit which, by a relay . controls a servo-motor. 
The Mazade stabilizing unit has a recall device A. It 
may be assumed t hat a n increase of t he relative speed or 
a displacement of the a pp arent gravity in the dir ection 
of th e i n creasing 8' values make s the mercury rise in the 
fo rward tube. The servo - mot or raises the elevator as lo ng 
as t~e circuit remai ns closed. A rotation of the tube 
abo ut a transverse axis exerts the necessary action to 
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avoid excessive elevator settings. This rotation raises 
the front tube and its electrode breaks the circuit. This 
system may be identified with the segment used in the case 
when a sliding index is controlled by tne disturbance in-
dicator. The oscillations of the mercury are damp ed by 
stops placed in the tube and permitting the oscill at ions 
to be transformed into aperiodically recurrent motions. 
The relation for the cumulation of disturbances S8' and 
SV 2 is given by the pitch of the branches of the U and 
by the cross section of the Venturi. A device conforming 
to a g iven law can thus be constructed. 
FIGURE 27 - !~~~~ia devic~.- This fi gure WaS publish ed 
in our P a tent Review, No. 143 , page 138. A Venturi pro-
duc es a n eg a.t ive pressure in a c h a mb er C, closed by a 
f lexible diaphragm 3. This d iaphragm is connected with a 
pendulum 5, and the disp lacements of the whole system 
are transmitted to an oscillating nozzle 6 , traversed by 
a jet of compressed air. The d irection of this j et con-
trols the elevator deflections. The rec all motion is pr o-
duced by displacements of receiving pip es opp osite the os-
cillating nozzle. In the Askan ia stabilizer t h e speed and 
8 ' increments act in t ~le s ame di rec ti on. Tlle s y stem is 
comp leted by p ressure b oxes 1, op erating throttle valve 
2 , and thus eventually stoppin g the air supply. The Ven-
turi pr oduces a suction in the cavity accordi ng to the 
density of the air. The ai r intake is controlled by the 
pressure boxes according to the pr essure of the surr ound-
i ng air . This device has a g reat variety of adjustments. 
Thus , the effect, on the d.iaphr a gm , of variations in the 
density of the air, ma y be balanced. On the ot he r hand, 
t:les e effects can a lso be amplified, thus e v entually ren-
dering the stabilizer se n sitive to variati ons in altitude 
(app lication of the e i ghth disturbance indicator). 
FIGURE 30 - Dia&ram of the Marmonier device fo r .~to:-_ 
~~ i c I ongL~udil!.§l_.§.i~b i ~.i ty bLgyro sc ope s a!?-_2:._§!l. e ri1 o m~.::. 
i~~.- A system of two gyroscopes G1 and Gz , mounted on 
gimbals, is assumed to be always in a h orizo ntal plan e. 
The e xte rnal ring a, of this unit, controls the disp lace-
Dent s of an index i on a seg ment s through the inter-
illediary of two differentials P 1 and P2 • W~en the airplane 
stal ls, the gyroscope mov e s tile ind ex in the direct ion of 
the arrow. The servo-motor S is thus s tarte d and the 
el evat or depressed. Simultaneou sl y , the recall device 
shifts s. 
The v ariat ion s of the relative spe ed exert an action 
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on t h e h orizontal pinion of t h e differential Pl' A re-
duction of t he relative spee d results in a forward shi f t-
i n g of th e index. Th e amp li t ude of this displacement de-
p e n d s on t h e characteris t ics of the opposing springs of 
th e a ne mometric blade. Be y ond a certain limit, this blade 
i s in sensitive to sp eed in c r e me n ts, its backward motions 
b eing checked by a stop . Th e control stick operates the 
h orizo n tal pinion of the second di f ferential P2 • A for-
w ~r d motion of the stick shif ts the index in the same d i-
r e ct i on. The d isp l a ce me n ts of the gyroscopic unit are 
transmitted to t~ e se gme n t only wh en the pinio n s of t h e 
di ~ ferent ial revolve a bo u t thei r a x is wi thout the latter 
traveling abou t its ~ i ng e p oi n t on the main shaft. Th e 
b l ade a~l d stick con t rols l:lU St t h erefore be irreversible or 
a t le a st have a much gre at e r re si s t ance t h an that due to 
d i sp l a cemen ts of t ~ e i n dex. 
FIGURE 32 - 30;ykow ~t O!ila t i c s t a b iliziM .. _u nit, de ~ ec t =­
.~:n g ..£..elati ve a nd §:~g~lar veloci t ies.- Two gy roscop es Gl 
and G2 , revolvi ng i n oppo s i te directions, p recess abo u t 
ve r ti c a l axes Al a nd A2 , in te r co n nected by n aster and 
a r t icula t ed co n nectin g rods B, but restored to their in-
i t i a l p osition b y sp ri ng s r . An a n gular p itc l:. illg veloc-
ity c orresp on din g to t~ e s t alli n g motion, t u rns t ~ e axes 
of pr ece s sion in the di rect i on o f t he arrows 1 when t h e 
g y r os cope s revolve in the di rec t ion 2 . One o f t h e axes 
o f pr ece s sion co n trols t h e d isp lacements o f a n index i. 
The o ther is, on t h e c on t r a r y , sub j ected to t he action of 
a mome n t wh ich is f u nct i on of the a ir speed. Th is mo me n t 
i s inte r pr eted by a n e lectrody namome t er E, controlled 
b y a sp eed i n dicat or I. Wit h d ecreasing sp eed, the dyna-
mome ter ? rodu ces a mo me :n t a bol.:!. t its axis in t h e direction 
of th e a r row 1. ~ en ce t h e e ff ect of t h e electrodyn a mom-
eter and t he p recessio n al motion of t h e gyroscopes c umu-
l a te o n th e ind e x . A d isp lacement of t h e la t ter in the 
dire c t io n of t h e arrow p ro du ces a p ositive elevator de-
f le ct io n ~. The in d ex I slides over an electrical re-
s i stan ce a b o The wi ri ng system, which f orms a Whe a ts t o n e 
bridg e , s h ows h ow a Dome nt d ep ending on t h e p osition of 
t~e index is exer te d on the dyn a mome ter axis. Th e ind ex 
mo ;l i f ies th e rel a tio n b e twe en the resis 'G a !lCeS a an d b, 
s ending a v ariable cur rent t hrough t ~ e diag onal consisti n g 
o f c oil c. Th e r esist an c e s d a nd e are v a riable, a n d 
f r ep rese n ts t h e wi n ding of t h e exciting electromagnets E. 
Tr an slation by ~ . L . Kop o rind ~, 
Nati onal Adv isory Co mm i ttee 
f o r Aero nau tics. 
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Fig . 11 Oscilla til)ns estab li shed after an ini tial distu rbance 
characte r ized by QU = 10 m/se c . (horizontal gust opposed 
to moti en of airplane.) 
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Fig .14 Di agr am of the Et ev8 anemometric stabilizing uni t (19 14). 
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Fig . 17 Const antin powe r vane. 
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Fig. 1S Sperry devioe for auto-
m~tio lo~gitudlnal 
stabili zation by means of a 
gyroscope. 
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Fig .22 Vari a tions of the speed a l ong OX (5u), of the 
derivative d(5u )/dt of this speed, of the inclinati on 
e of the airplane to the horizontal a.nd of t he inclination e f 
of an aperi odic ] endul um ce.rried in fli ght, for thr ee types 
of initiEil disturbances. 
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Fi g . 25 Sl ow oscillat i ons measur ed on Ju~kers ai r plane. 
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Fig .2 6 Mazade and Ave line device . 
Fig .27 Askania device . 
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Left, Complete device. The blaCk bag at 
~i~ the rear contains the exposed film, ~ any length of which can be cut off for development. 
Right, Elements of the photochronograph. 
From left to right. Rear view of 
'
case, film magazine and rear cover,wind-
ing device and film bag. The locking ar-
rangement of the bag is impervious to 
light. Weight with tripod,14 kg (31 lb.) 
.J]., rJ 
,,I,, .., 
! 
Figs. A.B The D.V.L. Zeiss photochronograph. Tht~ device. which 16 chlef11 
used for the study of landing and take-off trajectories, was de-
signed by the D.V.L.(Deutsche Versuchsanstalt fUr Luftfahrt)and buIlt by 
Zeiss. 
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